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The nip is in the air,  the trees are beginning to display their 
autumn finery and for many Terrace residents this means a 
fond goodby to the lazy, hazy days of summer. But to some it 
s imply means the beginning of another exciting year of 
hockey. Thousands of youngsters, and some not so young are 
pate .. 
m o r e  vandalism 
Can antici 
vandal is some(me who has 
mixed personal feelings and 
desires with the pro-moral 
feelings. When some young 
people are denied their 
personal feelings and desires 
they become outraged in the 
same way as someone who is 
morally outraged. They 
replace pro-moral feelings 
with rage and strike out at 
society. 
He said two out of three 
marriages end in divorce 
today and more and more 
single parents are having to 
rely on outside agencies to 
raise their children. The 
agencies provide everything 
but the pre-moral feelings 
which children need to be 
responsible ta the laws and 
customs of society said 
Brauner. 
When parents train their 
children to keep their elbows 
off the table the authority of 
their parents creates the pre- 
moral feelings. A day care 
worker does not have their 
kind of authority over 
children, he said. 
In" the home children 
receive a pre-scribed set of 
manners while the school 
gives them a pre-scribed set 
of regulations. During the 
last 20 years young people 
have learned to rebel against 
meaningless regulations 
such as style of hair and 
style of dress. When the 
feelings for these rules go, 
the regulations also go. 
Terrace residents can 
egpect increased vandalism, 
Dr. Charles Brauner, a UBC 
philosophy of education 
lxofeesor said at a Justice 
Council public meeting in the 
T~zrace Hotel Wednesday. 
• "We are a society that ls 
'deritualized'," he said. "We 
have a few vestiges left and 
many of these, like Christ. 
mas, have been eom- 
mercialized." 
He described a ritualized 
society as one with aesthetic, 
dramatic, symbolic and' 
wholistic qualities, with 
religious, ceremonial and 
tribal foundations. All 
manners within such a 
society are vestiges of ritual, 
he said. 
• We have replaced ritual 
with regulatory morality and 
young people are more likely 
to break the regulations of 
such a society than someone 
from a ritualized one, he 
added. 
"In ritual societies not to 
be moral threatens one's 
own self identify," he said. 
Brauner suggested that 
the older generation often 
has unreal expectations of 
young people because the 
regulations do not conform 
to an ever changing worM. 
Young people are trained to 
the manners expected of 
them by society parents 
inetill a pro.moral feeling 
• along with the training. A 
GORDON GIBSON 
B.C. Liberal leader 
to run for fed. seat 
VICTORIA (CP) _ such as former Vancouver 
Federa l  Environment mayor Art Phillips and 
Minkter Len Marehand let Gibson. 
slip Thursday that Gordon "Oops, I think I goofed 
Gibson, former British there," he said when he real. 
Columbia Liberal leader, ized what he had said. 
will be a esadidate in the Gibson, who resigned 
'nut  federal election, recently as party leader but 
Marehand, here for a is staying on as MLA, has 
federaiprovineial conference refused to disclose his plans. 
on fltoreline management, Marchand refused to 
made the slip during a news confirm or deny he was one 
conference wMle expressing of the cabinet ministers said 
ewffidonce that his govern- to have asked Prime 
mint will be returned to Minister Trudeau to step 
power, down before the fedet;al 
' He said him party will in- election, and said he is con- 
creme its eight seats in B.C. fldont Trudeau will lead the 
became of strong candidates party to victory again. 
taking to the ice to participate in Canada's national sport. 
P ictured above the Terrace Timbermen bull another goal 
past the al l .stars defenseman and goalie. Final score in this 
game played Wednesday night Was Tlmbermen 5, All Stars 3. 
For further information see sports on page eight. 
MA YOR MAR ONE Y SAYS 
mtwt '~sUs=b~L . • 
Health mlit stays 
Mayor Dave Maroney 
said today that there is 
already a bylaw on the 
books passed by the 
Regional Hospital Board 
stating that the Regional 
Health Unit will be built 
in Terrace and will be 
treated as a regional 
facility. 
"The bylaw was passed 
about a year ago, and the 
Region will have to live 
up to its commitments,,' 
Mayor Maroney said. 
Terrace represen- 
tatives are still planning 
to send a delegation to 
Victoria to insure tlmt 
provincial ministers are 
aware of the situation, 
and to convince them that 
Mayer George Thorn's 
bid to have the health unit 
constructed in Kitimat 
should not be taken 
seriously. 
In a formal press 
release Mayor Maroney, 
speaking on behalf of 
council noted that the 
District of Terrace has 
been designated as the 
recreational nd service 
centre of this region and 
will remain so. 
Mayor Them of Kitimat 
originally suggested that 
should Terrace receive 
grants in lieu of taxes 
from B.C.BC that that 
portion not needed for 
direct municipal ex- 
penses resulting from the 
health unit should be 
returned to the Regional 
District to offset the debt 
retirement payments. 
Terrace claims that 
any monies received 
should be treated the 
same as any other tax 
revenue; that is they 
should go into general 
funds and not be kept 
seperately. 
"In other parts of B.C. 
similar units not built on 
hospital property, and 
owned by B.C.B.C. the 
regional districts con- 
tributed 20 percent of the 
capital costs and the 
municipality grants, and 
did not return any monies 
to the regional district," 
the Mayor concluded. 
CUPW strike likely 
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BEIRUT (APt - -  
Unidentified gunboats 
shelled western Beirut 
Thursday night as battles 
raged in the eastern sector of 
the city between rightist 
Christian militias and Syrian 
peacekcopers, Beirut radio 
reported. 
The state.controlled radio 
said three gunboats ap- 
peared off the southwestern 
sector of the Lebanese 
capital and opeued fire on 
the Ramlet Baida residential 
quarter 15 minutes later. 
Artillery positions of the 
poacokeeping force in the 
area returned the fire and 
forced the vessels to retreat, 
the radio reported. 
In Tel Aviv, unofficial 
Israeli sources aid Israel's 
navy made a foray into 
Lebanese waters off Beirut 
to signal Syria to stop 
shelling Christian quarters 
of the capital. The Israeli 
military command eclined 
comment on the report. 
The sources aid they did 
not know if the boats-fired on 
Beirut. Israel has vowed not 
to allow Lebanon's 
Christians to be destroyed 
but apparently has refrained 
from intervening in Lebanon 
because of fears that might 
upset the Egyptian-Israeli 
peace talks set to begin in 
Washington on Oct. 12. 
Witnesses said a three-day 
Christian assault on Syrians 
holding two key bridges con. 
trolling the northern roads 
and supply routes into the 
Syrian battles for control of 
the tiny Mediterranean 
state. 
The Phalangist radio told 
Christian civilians holed up 
in their makeshift basement 
bunkers that the Syrians 
were being heavily rein- 
forced and no end appeared 
in sight to the constant rain 
of artillery fire. 
In a statement issued in 
Geneva, the Lebanese Red 
Cross said: "The civilian 
population, hospitals, 
dispensaries, asylums, 
shelters, nothing is being 
spared. In the name of 
humanity, in the name of the 
most elementary principles 
of human rights, in the name 
of the children, women and 
aged people wbo are dying 
by the hundreds, we urge you 
to act." 
Meanwhile, a spokesman 
for Lebanese-American 
groups said in Washington 
that Christian leaders in 
Beirut have issued an "SOS" 
for United Nations in- 
tervention. 
Dory Chamoun, son of 
former Lebanese president 
Camille Chamoun and a 
leader of a principal right. 
wing Christian faction, 
asked the United States, 
France and other western 
nations to see that UN mili- 
tary forces be dispatched to 
Lebanon immediately. The 
United States has endorsed 
calls by the UN Security 




"Each community has its 
own interests, but together 
we will progress," J,,e 
Banyay, chairman of ti~e 
regional council told a 
special, gathering of 
politici=/ns and press Wed- 
nesday evening. 
The get together which 
was held primarily to inform 
media members of the 
completion of the regional 
district's planning maps, 
heard regional planner Craig 
Campbell outline some of the 
is extremely difficult other 
titan to say there will cer- 
tainly be the normal growth 
.f between two and three per 
cent per year. 
"However a change in 
w,rld metal prices, or in 
transportation systems 
could bring an influx of 
residents to this area," 
Banyay said, 
Planner Campbell ex- 
plained that there are 
several mines throughout 
the area which are already 
city had failed, details included on the maps. 
InwHatdiplomatseawasa Such things as forest 
bid to rally civilian t.orate, areas, hi h density" 
~t ....................................... g . he Hg~tist militia voWed""r~Md6ntial Feas, water 
they would turn their guns on flows, highways, projected 
Syria should the fighting 
continue. 
"The situation is rapidly 
becoming unbearable," said 
Pierre Gemayel, leader of 
the rightist Phatange party. 
Police .said the casualty 
toll has climbed to 1,000 
killed and 1,700 wounded in 
eight months of Christian. 
new developments, all are 
included. Copies of the maps 
will be available to the 
general public within a 
month's time. 
In answers to questions 
about further population 
growth within the region 
Banyay replied that 
predicting population figures 
proven to hold mineral 
resources but the world price 
has to increase to make 
mining therd feasible. 
Another possibility would 
be if rail lines were run north 
from Terrace trains could be 
used to bring lumber down to 
Terrace from further north 
titan is now possible. 
Each municipality is 
required by provincial aw to 
l~ave an overall plan and the 
regional plan will reflect 
these, Banyay added. 
Natives ruined by t.v. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- There 
may not be time to save the 
native cultures in Northern 
Canada from the massive 
influence of television, Pat 
Pearce of the Caeadlan- 
Radio-te levis ion and 
Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC) said 
Thursday. 
She said her visits to the 
Arctic led to an impression 
"of sheer desperation that a 
whole people was being 
destroyed." 
She said the CRTC, the 
cultural genocide. Mrs. 
Pearee said the warnings 
have proved true and if the 
tide is to be turned, it is 
imperative that local native 
programming be fitted into 
the northern schedule. 
Mrs. Pearce referred to 
statements Tuesday by CBC 
president AI Johnson that 
southern Canadian children 
were exposed to so much 
American programming 
massive ftinds from 
Parliament, the bands of the 
CBC are tied. 
Doug Ward, head of the 
northern service, told the 
commission earlier that 
television "is a big put.down 
to the people of the North, 
especially to its permanent 
residents of all kinds." 
"It does not talk the 
language of the North, only, 
the most recent one," he 
that they were in danger of said. 
"growing up American." "lt does net refiect he joys 
They were assuming the and the frustrations and the 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
militant Canadian Union of 
Postal Workers (CUPW) will 
be in a legal strike po6ition 
next week and a stoppage 
appears likely. 
The three members of a 
conciliation panel issued 
three separate reports 
Thursday after months of 
difficult hearings, leaving 
the union, representing 
23,000 mail sorters and 
postal clerks, in a legal 
strike position 12. 
Money, technological 
Change and the use of non- 
union labor are major issues. 
The Public Service Staff 
Relations Board said 
Thursday it will not make 
the reports public until the 
parties have Studied the 
recommendations. 
The union has asked for 
the right to negotiate in 
advance all proposed 
technological changes and 
for an end to the use of 
casual, non-union labor in 
the post office. CUPW 
leaders have recommended 
a wage increase to $8.25 an 
hour from the current 
average of $7.14. 
The last collective 
agreement expired June 30, 
1977 so the inside postal 
orkers are still subject o 
federal anti-inflation guides 
which would hold them to a 
six-per-cent increase in total 
compensation. 
The government, with an 
election coming up, has 
made a commitment to cut 
federal spending. 
Negotiators are taking a 
hard line in contract talks "To give the union a veto CBC and all Canadians must 
with public sector unions, on technological change bear some responsibility for 
Thelast contract between wouldbe an infringement on nflicting southern and 
the government and CUPW the employer's right to foreign values on the Inult 
was signed in December, manage," he said this nd lndlans of the territories 
1975 following a seven-week ';ummer. without preparing them for 
strike. Lamontagne also said post the cultural shock. 
Since then, there have office management wants to Southern Canadians had 
been sporadic walkouts reserve the right to hire non- rushed to bring television to 
because of disputes over union employees to help the North against the war- 
technological changes and when there is a backlog, nings of native groups of 
the use of casual, non-uniou 
labor. 
Postmaster-General Gilles 
Lamontagne has flatly 
rejected the union's 
demands in those areas. 
Another 
By Ann i )O l lS i t ta i r  
b Kilimat School Board test tu e voted Wednesday ,o uphold 
its l)ecembcr 1977 decision to 
baby born Educalion to N.rlhwcst 
C.mmunity College and the 
NEW DELHI (Reuter) -- 
Three Indian doctors an- 
nounced in Calcutta Thur. 
sday night that the world's 
second teat-tube baby was 
born there on Tuesday, the 
Press Trust of India (PTI) 
reported. 
The medical team, headed 
by Dr, Saroj Kantl Bhat. 
tacharya of the Calcutta 
Medical College, used a 
technique similar to that 
pioneered by Dr. Patrick 
Steptoe in Britain, where the 
first test-tube baby was born 
in July, PTI said. 
Thedoctors made their an- 
nouneement i  a television 
interview. 
values of American TV 
which did not reflect 
Canadian values. 
But the CBC was guilty of 
the same offence in Northern 
Canada. 
In reply Johnson said the 
comparison is valid, but a 
crusade to save northern 
cultures must become a 
national policy, and without 
pacing of northern life--just 
southernY 
The need is for native pro- 
gramming and Ward said 
the northern service has a 
multimillion dollar plan to 
put before the federal 
cabinet later this year. A 
good regional program 
would cost about $5 million a 
year. 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Kitimat goes to college 
municipality's ltecreation 
Depart menl. 
At presenl lile school 
b.ard and college share the 
c.sls ,,r continuing education 
c,urscs in Kilimal. 
In voting to uphold the 
decision, the board acted 
against the recommendation 
of ils Education Committee 
and Nancy McDonald, 
Director of Conlinuing 
Education. 
E'ducation committee 
member Dr. Chee Ling said 
Ihal although he had voted 
with the board in ils 
unanimous decision to opt 
out of the continuing 
education field, he now 
believed the board should 
recomider. 
Ling said there was every 
indication the new system 
would cost taxpayers more 
money and the board would 
lose all input in the con- 
tinuing education field. 
McDonald said she feared 
that non-academic courses 
would be dropped when the 
college Iis~ over. 
"Costs will increase and 
general interest courses 
such as Chinese cookie, may 
i * have to be cancelled, she 
said. 
Jackie Worboys, president 
of the Kitimat District 
Teachers Association, and 
Gcerge Neumann, principal 
of Mount Elizabeth Senior 
.~condary, urged the board 
Io reconsider its decision. 
Worboys questioned 
whether the recreation 
deparlment would have 
funds or staff to handle the 
non-academic program by 
the take-over date, January 
l, 1979, 
Neumann said he was 
concerned that Northwest 
College might drop high 
school equ iva lency 
programs in favor of post 
secondary school courses, 
It was a bad night for non- 
academic activities. R.S. 
Watchorn, c~sponsor of the 
proposed trip to China by 
Mounl Elizabeth sludents 
was criticized for not seeking 
approval from the board and 
parents before inwflving 
studenis in d=e plan. 
Walchorn said his "lack ,f 
soph is l l ca l ion"  wa.'. 
responsible for failure to 
seek approval. He said he 
had felt there was no need to 
involve the board or parents 
until tile Chinese govern. 
menl authorized the tour, 
and students were aware the 
trip migh[ be cancelled. 
In other business, Dale 
l,'iddick. District Superin. 
tendent, reported that 
Alexander, Roy Wilcox and 
Kildala elementary schools 
are overstaffed. The board 
approved his recom. 
mendation that the present 
situat ion be maintained until 
Ihe Christmas break when 
changes could be made. 
A proposed working 
re[real lo improve com- 
munication between school 
trustees and school board 
administrators was post- 
l).ned until February. 
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Christians raked 
by Syrian forces 
BEIRUT (AP) -- Syrian in their makeshift basement 
forces raked Christian shelters that the Syrians are 
Districts of this Lebanese being heavily reinforced. 
Capital for the fourth 
straight day today with a 
hall of artillery and mortar 
shells and the Christian 
radio .warned residents that 
no end to the flEhting ap- 
in s~t ,  
"The sltu~*Jou is rapidly 
bacoming unbearable," said 
Pierre Oemayel, lender of 
the rightist Phalanga party. 
Thehe~vy fighting made it 
difficult to verify casualty 
es. The Syrians 
no numbers, but the 
Christinn Voice of Lebanon 
radio said four Syrian army 
truck= "full of bodice of 
Syrian ~k l lm killed in the 
flShtlnS" were ~ drivlns 
away from Beirut. 
The Phalan~ist radio told 
Christian civilians holed up 
More than 1,000 Lebanese 
have been killed in the last 
eight months of Christian. 
Syrian battles for control of 
the tiny Mediterranean 
state, the government enYe~ 
RlShtists said 60 
Christians were killed and 
120 wounded in today's 
bombardement of the 
Christiun sector and 
mountain resorts nearby on 
the coast. But spokesmen 
gave no breakdown of militia 
and civilians. 
Beirut's police department 
reported 55 Christians were 
killed and about 100 wounded 
in the dusk.to.dawn hem- 
bardement of the city by 
Syrian artillery, mortar, 
tanks and multiple rocket 
launchers. 
Gay rights at court 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Lawyer 
Harry Hopyto of Tmoato 
shot rapid.fire arguments at 
the nine Judges of the 
Supreme Court of Canada s 
a major legal fight over 
bemesexual ri~ts opened 
today. Vancouver Kopyto said the 
Sun had no reasonable cause 
for refusing to carry an 
advertisement submitted by 
the Gay Alliance Toward 
Equality (GATE) in Oc- 
toher, 1974. The ad was to 
promote the homosexual 
newspaper Gay Tide. 
GATE complained under 
the British Columbia human 
rights code and The Sun was 
ordered to carry the as. 
However, the B.C. Court of 
Appeal ruled the newspaper 
did not have to accept he 
mat~hil. 
A human rights com- 
mission beard of inquiry 
found evidence that The Sun 
decision was not reasonable, 
said Kopyto. It had found 
The Sun had no real policy 
against homosexual mate- 
rial because it had carried 
movie ads for films about 
lesbianism and group sex. 
The appeal by UA'I'~ 
appears to have struck the 
interest of all nine judges on 
the court. All the Judges, 
except Mr. Justice Louis- 
Philippe Pigeon, asked 
questions of Kopyto m" made 
comments. Pigeon was silent 
but took copious notes. 
Twice during the first hour 
of the appeal Chief Justice 
Beta Laskin asked Kopyto to 
slow down his argument~: 
Principal of Clarence Michael explains school ph i losophy 
Over 200 parents turned out Wednesday night to extra-curriculum activities which are available 
an open house at Clarence Michael Elementary to students. The vice-principal also explained 
school on Sparks St. to meet with teachers and that Terrace is part of a pilot proiect being 
visit classrooms. School Principal, Les Or, ~, conducted this year by the B.C. Da]ry Foun. 
spoke briefly to the parents who gathered in th~. ' dation whereby students are allowed to purchase 
gymnasium. Orr welcomed the parents and 
introduced members of the teaching staff. His 
message concerning the school was that 
Clarence Michael placed on emphasis on a full 
education which included being strict about 
basics, but certainly not excluding cultural or 
recreational activities. Clyde Anouye, vi~e 
principal explained to the assembled the various 
f 
milk from the school supplied by the foundation 
.at cost price. Following the introductions in the 
gym parents visited classrooms and spoke to 
teachers. Many parents also took the up- 
portunity to speak to those teachers who do not 
have actual classrooms, but perform specialist 
lobs such as teachers of French, Music and 
Learninq Assistance Teachers. 
I' 
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The second in a series of M B rcl)orts: '1, 
[ ~; ~' ,~...,, . . . 
.... •   /oulcl  ,Lnotner ................ ,, 
million In B C • @ . 
• " ' -to make lfwe dldnt e :pecl  
a pro f i t  here?  F rank ly ,  no .  
What the money is for. 
Over a period of five years, 
MacMillan Bloedel is spending 
more than $450 million on up- 
to-the-minute production facili- 
ties. So far this year, for example, 
we've committed more than $130 
million for projects in British 
Columbia. This is a planned, 
deliberate investment: a matter 
of decision. It's additional to our 
continuing expenses for wages, 
supplies and power--our every- 
day costs of staying in business. 
Spending to stay 
competitive. 
Most of this investment will be 
used to equip some of the best 
people in the business ~tMB 
people) with the best tools avail- 
able. (One example: The new 
$54 million Aiberni Pacific Saw- 
mill.) Why? To help them turn 
out even better products at lower 
costs. That's essential if we're 
going to continue meeting world 
competition, 
Profit: An investment 
in the future. 
if you think MacMillan Bloedel 
is investing this money in B.C. 
because we hope to earn a fair 
rate of return on it--you're en- 
tirely correct. 
Profit is what keeps us here. It's 
also what is expected of us by 
our employees, shareholders, 
bankers and bond holders. With- 
out them, we wouldn't stay in 
business long. Nor would any 
other company. 
So we intend to kee p right on 
making the best profit we can, 
consistent with our responsibili- 
ties to our people and the com- 
munities we work in. 
A vote of confidence. 
Our company's willingness to 
make large, long-term invest- 
ments in this province tells you 
something important about our 
hopes for B.C.'s future. We're 
putting our money M 
where our faith is. i , , l=d$ 
MacMillan Bloedel 
Polish American 
gets Nobel Prize 
STOCKHOLM tAP)- -  
Isaac Bashevis Singer, a 
master Yiddish story- 
teller whose lively tales.of 
Jewish life are mm- 
iatures of a world of 
human feeling, . was 
awarded the Nobel Prize 
for literature Thursday. 
The 74.year;old Polish. 
burn novelist and short. 
story writer, a U.S. 
citizen, was cited by the 
Swedish Academy of 
Letters for his "im- 
passioned narrative art 
which, with routs in a 
PolishJcwish tradition, 
brings universal human 
conditions to life." 
In awarding the 
$t65,000 prize, the 18. 
member academy 
compared Singer's works 
of ,,apparently 
inexhaustible pay-,, 
chol0gical fantasy with 
those of the great Russian 
novelist Leo Tolstoy, , 
Singer, reached tn 
Miami, where he was 
spending the Jewish holy 
days, was more modest, 
telling a reporter: "I'm 
grateful but at the same 
time I am sorry that 
writers greater than I did 
not get it." 
He said controversial 
U.S. novelist Henry 
Miller deserves the Nobel 
Prize "because of his 
fight for freedom of 
l i te ra ture . "  Pre-  
announcemenl favorites 
here for Ihe award in- 
eluded British novelist 
Graham Greene and 
Turkish author Yasar 
Kemal. 
Last year's winner was 
78-year-old Spanish poet 
Vieente Aleixandre, little 
known outside the 
Spanish-speaking world. 
Academy Secretary Lars 
Gyllensten told reporters 
Thursday less-known 
• .wi.itcrs are ,ften chosen 
because "that is one of 
our functions, to put 
forward and spread the 
works of important 
aalhors." 
"With the Nobel Prize 
" h,r literature Isaac 
Bashevis Singer comes 
un ab.ve the surface." 
"in the U.S., however, 
where he emigrated in  
1935, settling in New: 
York, the prolific Singer 
has been widely read and 
admired for years. 
: ; .  Hehas written a dozen 
novels, children's books, 
• memoirs and numerous 
sl~ort stories, which 
frequently appear in the: 
magazinc The New 
Yorker. Almost all of his 
work was written in 
Yiddish, the language of 
central European Jews, 
and was later translated 
into English, sometimes 
by himself with the aid of 
others, 
Among his major works ~ 
are a trilogy of novels 
published between 1950 
and 1969, The Family 
Moskat, The Manor and 
The Estate, that form a 
broad family, chronicle, 
His more recent books 
include In My Father's 
Court (1966), A Friend of 
Kafka (1970) and A 
Crown uf Feathers (1973). 
His latest works, both 
published this year, are a 
novel, Sh0sha nd a book 
of memoirs, A Young 
Man in Search uf Love. 
The Nobel Prize for 
medicine will be awarded 
Oct. 12, the award for 
economics Oct. 16, and 
d~e physics and 
chemistry prizes Oct. 17. 
An onshore flow will 
continue to give cloudy, cool 
conditions today and most of 
tomorrow, as no cha0gc in . 
the weather pattern is im- 
mediately foreseen. Highs 
this afternoon in the 
Terrace-Kitimat area should 
reach 12 degrees Celsius, 
with the temperature tonight 
dipping to 8 degrees Celsius. 
The Thanksgiving weekend 
is expected to be mainly 
cloudy with occasional 
showers, and light winds. 
There is, however, an out- 
side chance of some sunny 
periods tomorrow. 
~1' =' ! : 
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dealer and see 
how eaffitisto 
cutthe higlt st 
of homel eating! 
DOW CHEMICAL OF CANADA, LIMITED 
' ~l@mWt el I~  0oe £~c J i'nm,~'~ 
• reduce paperwork for some 
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' I " e '  • ] .S. al lows cit izens ] CONFERENCE Confidential government papers 
to bring, back more i rrlnclpals ski class not to be p 
WASHINGTON (CP) - - send  a str~dy stream of revealed at 
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possible tO haves national deposits. Torraoe Sorvioe energy policy rather than a 
federal government energy "By increasing the pries.of 
policy," Taylor said. domestic oil to world levem, ' : 
"This national energy additional revenues 'will be Commences Business Oct. 6/78  
committee would be charged generated to enable industry 
with responsibility to review to increase exploration for Phone e lg - l l311W For Your Pizza, 
all the options available conventional oil," Taylor 
from whatever source, said. Chinese Food or Chicke n You Order Through 
assigning piiorities to them, He said whJle conventional US From Your Favorite Outlet.We Will Pick-up 
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all the energy industries." made. From 4:30 Any Afternoon. We Pick-up Empty 
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propriate governments for in remote areas or at greater 
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MORE LIKE IT. 
m Propane by B,C. Fire Marshall 
linders ere to be transported in upright position a t 
rnes empty or full. 
~ment pad under each cylinder. 
Igutster to be fastened on the wall or short pole. 
No cylinders by driveways or road. 
Ilnder valves to be changed every ten yea re. 
Copper lines and flared fitting only. 
) cylinders to be put in buildings. 
finder 3 ft. from any opening or corners, meaning 
~ent windows or ground level. 
,linders not to be dropped. Any dents or pin holes 
~e condemned on your expense. 
:elks, we don't want to read about you, but have 









Effective Monday, October 9th the following foot pas- 
senger only service will be in effect between Prince Rupert, 
Port Simpson and Kincolith. 
MV "CANADIAN II1" * 
Mondays and Fridays only 
LV PRINCE RUPERT ...................................... 7:30 am 
PORT SIMPSON ........................................ 9:10 
KINCOLITH ................................................ 11:25 
PORT SIMPSON ....................................... 1:40 pm 
Ar PRINCE RUPERT (approx.) ...................... 3:40 
FARES 
PRINCE RUPERT - PORT SIMPSON 
PRINCE RUPERT - KINCOLITH 
PORT SIMPSON - KINCOLITH 






For information phone 
PRINCE RUPERT 624-9627 
*Ship departs Prince Ruped from Air Services 
Dock, immediately below the Crest Hotel. 
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-BAKER'S BATTER 
BY N IXON BAKER 
I don't get no respect around here. I am going 
to have to begin talking in pedagogical gob- 
bledegook. 
Several schools are having (sorry, conducting) 
open houses .-•which means parents will be 
welcome to interview teachers, as if this takes a 
special night-- can you hear it now. "ha, ha, me 
lovely, tonite we interview a teacher'. 
Of course when I was teaching I had a stan- 
dard comment, for visiting • which went 
something like this. 'having met you I can now 
understand why your son.daughter is such a 
bus... -. bit... The principal didn't appreciate it 
much but it sure cut down on parent interviews. 
Actua l ly ,  of course, being a man of 
refinement and taste I would never do such a 
thing, I would merely say, 'your son-daughter 
does not seem tobe  motivated by external 
stimuli, and his.her home environment is such as 
to mitigate against a positive learning attitude. 
That kept them happy. 
I once submitted a report to the entire school 
board and administrators of Huron County 
Board of Education on the relative merits of 
semestering which started by saying, "We the 
committee are in faver of dynamic inaction or 
the creative status qua." If you missed the 
humor you are already half way to becoming a 
sibling servant. 
~,~,~ 
I know none of you good people out there ever 
visit any of the local suds dispensing places, but 
should you have a "big brew" attack, sit with 
your back to the wall. 
If you like your music mellow with a tinge of 
Irish, lan at the Lakelse will provide it six nights 
a week. If your preference runs to the more 
raucous, downstairs at the Red Door may be 
your cup of tea, but if all you want is a drink, 
keep your head down. 
I can't understand for the life of me why there 
are so many fights, brawls, foul language and 
general rowdiness. Please don't write, of course 
I know the effect of alcohol, but why do the 
owners allow it? 
They should band together and sim~)ly refuse 
service to anyone who cannot, or will not control 
themselves, men or women. Honestly fellows, I 
have seen it done before. Motivation is a won- 
derful ally, if people want to frequent your 
establishment hen they must act like humans. 
Anyone who takes this as a slam at any par- 
ticular group of people you iust don't understand 
the situation. 
l 
,Hrl~ ~h~el  Prim S~vmtm 
"Your mother tells me you're 'contemplating.' 
See if you can contemplate getting a job." 
NFIf, DSEAT, 
Paradoxes aplenty there 
COI~NER BROOK, 
Nfld. (CP) --  Prosperity 
lives cheek by jowl with 
unemployment in the 
federal riding of Humber- 
St. Georges-St. Barbe 
that takes in most of 
Newfoundland's west 
coast. 
The three candmates 
contesting the seat in an 
Oct. 16 byelection have 
largely been sticking to 
the basics while cam- 
paigning around the 
major centres d Corner 
Brook and Stephenville 
but have not been above 
taking scattered swipes 
at each other. 
No major issues nave 
emerged, although the 
fishery, unemployment, a 
proposed Corner Brook 
harbor development and 




servative Bill Brown, a 
47-year-old accountant, is 
the only candidate with 
experience in running for 
public office. 
Brown, counting 
heavily on the popularity 
of Conservative Jack 
Marshall who was ap- 
pointed last year to the 
Senate, won election 
several times as a Corner 
Brook city councillor. 
Marshall represented 
the riding for the Con- 
servatives from the time 
he was first elected in 
1968 until his Senate 
appointment, a move that 
left the seat vacant. 
Liberal George Biilard, 
45, a newcomer to 
politics, is basing his 
campaign largely on what 
he says is his knowledke 
of local problems. ' , 
Billard, former i 
assistant coordinator 
with Memorial Uhi- 
vers i ty 's  extensipn 
service, spent U y~e~rs 
working with eommtin~ity 
and development groups 
in rural and remote 
of the riding. , 
Fonae Faour, a 27-y~ar- 
old Corner Brook laWer 
running for the l~ew 
Democratic Party,, s~ys 
there is no real di ifer~te 
between the (~on- 
~rvatives and Libei'als 
and his party offersithe 
only alternative. ;The 
NDP has never e leet~ a
candidate in Newfbun- 
dland federal or [~ro- 
vincial elections. 
The constltutncy, 
stretching f roma J~oint 
near the island's northern 
tip to Newfoundland's 
southwest corner, I ¢on. 
rains examples of  vir- 
tually every kln~d of 
problem to be found else- 
where in the providce. 
Its boundaries Will be 
slightly altered add the 
name changed to Hum- 
ber-Port au Pfrt-St. 
Barbe in redistribution to
be implemented f~r the 
next federal g~Qeral 
election, expected 'in the 
spring. There now are 
46,996 registered ~,'oters. 
The bulwark Of the 
Corner Brock area's 
economy is the $66 million 
distributed annually in 
wages and for purc'hase of 
go~s and ~ervifes by 
Bowater Newfottndland 
Ltd., owner i~' a 
newsprint mill in th~ cit: 
and adjacent !oUin 
operatiors. 
The mining company 
auctioned off town 
The Canadian Press 
Going once, twice, three 
times .... 
It was as simple as that 
last week as the town of 
Clinton Creek, Yukon, 
population 600, was sold at 
auction. 
Almost 1,000 items, 
ranging from a bench vice to 
a 1 ,097.square-metre  
building, went to new 
o w n e r a .  
Sale of the picturesque 
mining town, 120 kilometres 
northwest ofhistoric Dawson 
City, garnered $2.5 million, 
Mike Harvey, public 
relations director of Ritehie 
Brothers Auctioneers of 
Vancouver, said in an in- 
terview Wednesday. 
Clinton Creek is a com- 
pany town opened in 1967 by 
Caualar Asbestos Corp. The 
asbestos mine there no 
longer is economically 
workable. 
The town is accessible only 
by air or via a dizzy 
mountaintop road, so 
Cassiar Asbestos decided tl~ 
best way to dispose of the 
mine equipment and town 
buildings was to hold an auc- 
tion. 
Most of the mine trans. 
portatlon equipment was 
auctioned at Whitehorse, the 
Yukon capital, one day while 
225 bidders moved up to 
Clinton Creek for the second 
stage. 
Homes went for anywhere 
from $2,000 to $5,000, said 
Harvey. Sixteen were sold, 
most to entrepreneurs who 
plan to move them to 
Dawson. 
The Malamute Saloon and 
Lounge fetched $800. It was a 
sumptuous waterin3 hole, by 
back country standards, 
with its shag rug, beamed 
ceiling and large windows 
looking out onto the forested 
Yukon landscape. 
A cottage hospital brought 
in $4,.~00, the ice rink--less 
icemaking equipment-- 
from the rest of the world, 
the site will be !anowed to 
return to its original slate. 
It was just a wooaea 
hillside when Arthur An - 
derson, an lndl|in~ trapper, 
discovered ashesltea there In 
1957. 
The open pit mine, once 
the most northerly in 
Canada, will becon~e a small 
lake. The only i~unedlately 
noticeable evidepce of man's 
visit will be the ltnge tellings 
pile, which is being terraced 
to make it ires offensive 
looking. 
Most of thel mine em- 
ployees and their families 
have left Cli~ton Creek• 
Some reeeivetl severance 
pay, others j qbs in other 
Cassisr operations.. 
During its li~e, the ndne 
produced 970,000 tons of ore 
with an exportlvalue of 1257 
million. It has  been 
estimated thal~ the operaton 
put $63 mill~on into the 
Yukon economy. 
$5,500, and the curling rink 
$2,000. 
Used mine equipment 
brought "incredible prices," 
said Harvey. This was 
probably because of the 
steadily climbing cost of new 
machinery. 
Ore trucks went for $5,000 
to $26,000 each, an aerial ore 
bucket ramway $19,000, and 
a Caterpillar motor scraper 
$135,000. The bench vice sold 
for $40. 
The auction attracted 
buyers from throughout 
North America, Harvey 
added. One bidder from 
Portland, Ore., bought 17 
truck tractors. 
Freeze-up is approaching 
the northern Yukon so it will 
he next year before all the 
buildings and equipment are 
dismantled and tracked out. 
Once the townsite is 
vacant, the steel bridge 
spanning the Fortymile 
River at the foot of the town 
will be taken dowu, Cut off 
In stark contrast, thL 
town of Stephenville 85 
kilometres west of Corner 
Brook is in a period of 
high unemployment 
because of closure last 
year of a $250-million 
government-owned line- 
rboard mill. 
In the north, the 
economy has been 
gradually improving as a 
result of a general 
• resurgence of the 
province's fishing in- 
dustry, but seasonal 
unemployment remains a
way of life for many. 
Liberal party 
statements aimed at 
boost ing B i l l a rd ' s  
chances have drawn 
heavy fire from the other 





Lessard said during a 
Corner Brook visit that 
DREE is hoping to sign 
an agreement with the 
Newfoundland govern- 
ment by the end of March 
to finance reconstruction 
and expansion of parts of 
the city's waterfront. The 
dprojeet isseen as a key to 
iversification of local 
• industrial base. 
Brown said Lessard's 
statement meant nothing 
to voters who had been 
told earlier that a new 
DREE agreement was 
imminent. They had also 
expected the agreement 
would be signed this fall. 
• John Green, provincial 
NDP leader, joined Faonr 
"in accusing Lessard of 
playing polities. Green 
said it was well known 
that no agreement would 
be signed until cam- 
pletion later this year of a 
study, on the envi- 
ronmental impact of 
waterfront landfilling 
near the mouth of the 
Humber River. The Hum- 
bar, which flows into the 
sea at Corner Brook, is 
the province's most 
famous almon river. 
The NDP also criticized 
Lessard's tatement that 
DREE had been ap- 
proached by five or six 
companies sceking 
poss ib le  f inanc ia l  
assistance in purchasing 
the Stephenville mill. 
The mill, taken over by 
the province in 19'/2 from 
Canadian Javelin Ltd., 
was closed last year after 
losing more than $96 
million. The closure 
wiped out 620 jobs in the 
town of 12,000. 
Fauur said the 
Newfoundland govern- 
ment itself should reopen 
the mill. 
Billard says the Liberal 
government, which in- 
stituted the200-mile imit, 
sees the fishew in 
Newfoundland as a key 
way of reducing unem- 
ployment, especially in 
northern areas of the 
constituency. 
He says ways must be 
found to expand the 
season, including if 
necessary some kiud of 
help for fishermen te 
move boats and gear. 
Fishing is carried on 
yearround alonk 
Newfoundland's south- 
west coast and Bilisrd 
says northern fishermen 
could be helped to take 
advantage of this. In the 
north, ice prevents 
fishing in winter and 
spring. 
I OTTAWA ! OFFBEAt ,!i 
B,v RIc.A o JACKSON i i"i 
- -  i. 
OTTAWA- Something's happenin~ k~ tl~ 
Liberals. 
Thirty.eight of the las.t 43 years iri power an 
they're losing their..confi~ence. 
It came thr0ughthe other night wb~n ,h~ 
parachuted former many.times.r,=cycle 
Trudeau cabinet minister Bryce '~ackas'e/ in 
Ottawa Centre. 
Nomatter thata local lad, Dart,. l<w wnick, ,, 
Carleton University professor, had ;:on ~an- 
paigning in the riding for months. 
With Senator Keith Davey and James Coutts, 
the Prime Minister's Number ~.,.,¢ t,,u=~.lema,, 
in charge of operations, they elbowed poor L~= vl .  
aside and gave the nomination to good old Bryc, 
No home-town boy, Bryce. But that didn't st~ 
him from saying, after pocketing the 
nomination, that it Was "good to be home" - 
even if the old Mackasey homesteau lies 12(, 
miles totheeast in Montreal's suburban Verdun 
If there's any place outside of Montreal whr~r¢. 
Liberals should be confident, it has to be Ottaw,~ 
Centre. 
It used to be Ottawa West and it was Libera 
MP (now Senator) George Mcllraith's p ' ;va  
preserve. 
He was so much the boss-- it was then, back in 
i940, and still is Liberal - -  that even when John 
Diefenbaker's Conservatives took five years of 
power in 1957, they had to get George's OK on 
anything they wanted to do in Oflawa West. 
"Clear it with 'Captain' George," was the word 
they got, and until they cleared it ,  there was no 
way. 
So there they were the other night ~'~ C~' lw  
West-now.Ottawa-Centre, with a "name'  
candidate, parachuted in with the Prime 
Minister's blessing, as good as handed the 
nomination on a gold plaffer. 
And still they were unsure, nervous, uncertain, 
lacking confidence. 
External Affairs Minister Don Jamieson, the 
top Liberal •spellbinder•, was master of 
ceremonies, whose message to the troops was - -  
if you can believe it - - that  the party had nothing 
to apologize about. 
As if any'self-respocting Liberal would even 
have•dared suspect any apology was expected 
for the discounted dollar, the exhausted 
economy, the unbelievable unemployment and 
the disaster of disunity. 
Then the usually ebullient Jamieson went on to 
swear that the Liberal party was not arrogant, a 
sure signal of his lack of confidence that anyone, 
even a True Grit by now could believe it. 
Then on came Bryce himself, humble if you 
can imagine It. -. 
And pleading that the Liberals not become 
carbon copies of right wing Conservatives -- an 
exhortation that might have got him ex- 
communicated only a couple of years ago. 
They were Watching for Pierre Trudeau all 
evening to make one of his dramatic ta-ta-ta-ta 
roll.of.drums leaps to the platform. 
They had been given a hint that the Great Man 
would make an appearance for his old friend and 
follower Mackasey. 
But he didn,t show. 
And it was two hours, after the balloting was 
done that the~, first even mentioned his name. 
In other greater Liberal days when they were 
the Chosen People, blessed with the Right to 
Rule, up would have leaped the crowd, led by 
bouncy Don Jamleson, to cheer and proc:laim 
coming victory in the election - -  when Pierre 
Trudeau plucks up his courage to call it• 
ISad to say, there was only scattered applause. 
And to cap the evening, the chairman urged 
the crowd' to hurry home "to hear the great 
triumphal news from Nova Scotia." 
Lucky Liberals, they caught it on their car 
radios Just after the meeting, and stunned by 
their totally unexpected defeat, their captains 
went into a .hvo.day postmortem with the Prime 
Minister in their funk hole, an old chateau on a 
Gatineau hlil above Meach Lake north of Hull, 
Quebec. 
• • I I I I I  
Carter's veto agamble 
WASHINGTON tCP) --  
President Carter is 
putting his reputation, the 
power of his office and 
perhaps his energy 
package on the line in 
deciding to veto a public 
works appropriations bill 
which he says is in- 
flationary. 
Carter decided to veto 
the $10.2-billion bill 
knowing that the 
• leadership of his own 
party in the Senate and 
Rouse of Representatives 
will support efforts to 
over.ride his veto. 
He also is aware that 
the fight with Congress 
over the public works bill 
may cost him votes on the 
energy package, which, 
among other things, sets 
ices for natural gas to 
moved througk the $10- 
billion northern natural 
gas pipeline. 
Carter says he is 
determined to win the 
fight against a con- 
gressional over-ride of his 
veto, which would requirv 
ta twothirds vote against 
the president in both 
houses. 
The concern of pipeline 
sponsors, however, is that 
some congressmen might 
take out their anger 
against he public works 
veto by voting against 
Carter's hard-fought 
energy package. 
House Speaker Thomas 
O'Neill (Dem. Mass.), 
who said earlier that he 
felt there were enough 
votes in the House to pass 
the energy measures, 
now is grumbling that 
Carter will lose support 
for the energy package 
because of the public 
works fight. 
Exactly how many 
congressmen would 
avenge the public works 
veto by votes against 
eergy measures is un- 
clear, analysts ay. 
And sponsors of the 
northern p ipe l ine,  
although still optimistic. 
that the natural gas 
legislalion will gel 
through, admit that the 
public works fight 
"muddies the waters" for 
the energy bill. 
Pipeline sponsors have 
said congressional p- 
proval of the natural gas 
pricing, provisions is 
necessary fer l timely 
completion ofthe pipeline 
through Canada. And 
they fear further delays ff 
they have to wait for.the 
Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission 
to set natural gas prices. 
The'natural gas pricing 
legislation was approved 
by a fairly wide nmrgln in 
• the Senate last week after 
a strong last-ditch push 
by Carter for approval of 
a controversial measure 
that wou ldremove 
federal price controls 
from newly-dlacovered 
natural gas by 1985. 
• The House is scheduled 
to take up the natural gas 
legislation "and other 
elements of the energy' 
package next week, after 
,the Senate compleles 
w~,rk on a few remaining 
I l I I I I  I 
pieces of the package. 
Observers ay a key 
test will probably be 
whether the House is 
willing to consider the 
variety of energy bills 
passed by the Senate as 
one package or decides to 
handle them individually. 
If the bills go as a 
package, prospects for 
approval of the natural 
gas provisions before 
Congress ends its session 
in mid-October appear to 
he better than If the bills 
are considered in- 
dividually since time is a 
crucial factor. 
Meanwhile, pipeline 
sponsors are continuing a
lobbying campaign aimed 
at getting House approval 
of the natural gas leg- 
islation. 
They also hope that~ 
whatever the outcome of 
the public works fight, the 
ruffl~l feathers o f .  
congressmen will be 
somewhat smoothed !~ 
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endorse Blakeney's state- 
ment hat the court decisions 
had ominous consequences 
for a province's right to 
control its own resources. 
The premier said the court 
decision is the result of d 
consistent federal govern- 
ment attack of Saskat- 
cbewan and Western 
Canada. 
Earlier this week, the Su- 
preme Court ruled that Sas- 
katebewan must pay interest 
on about $500 million in 
surcharges collected from 
the oil industry. 
The other ruling affects 
potash pro-rationing in 
Saskatchewan, where an 
election will be held Oct. 18. 
IWA president Jack Munro 
said the Supreme Court was 
interfering, adding it should 
"stay the hell out of 
provincial elections," 
Min is ters  
vis i t ing 
Pretor ia  
LONDON (AP) - -  The 
British foreign office said 
Thursday foreign ministers 
of five Western countries, 
including Canada, will fly to 
Pretoria probably in mid- 
October to press for South 
African acceptance of a 
United Nations peace plan 
for Namibia. 
A spokesman reported the 
agreement came after talks 
held in Pretoria Wednesday 
between envoys of the United 
States, Britain, France, 
West Germany and Canada, 
with South African foreign 
minister Pik Baths. The five 
Western countries for more 
than two years have been 
trying to negotiate 
arrangements with the South 
Africans for a peaceful 
transfer of power to the 
black majority in the 
disputed territory of 
Namibia, also known as 
South-West Africa. 
The visit of the Western 
foreign ministers will last 
about four days. 
i J 
• . q . . . . . . .  
IWA execs  
get raise 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
• ~;~ Delegates to the regional 
convention of the In- 
~ ternaUonal Woedworkers of 
i1 America (IWA) voted. 
,= Wednesday to give their 
/i executive a pay raise in 
' addition to its regular in- 
dustry wage increase. 
The 200 delegates voted by 
about a 2-1 margin to raise 
the weekly salary of union 
President Jack Munro to 
587.40 from $527.40. 
Salaries of the regional 
secretary-treasurer and 
three vicepresidentn were 
~ raised to $550.60 from 
i L: t500.60. 
i The convention also 
adopted a resolution to 
launch a campaign to con- 
vince membership of the 
need for one master 
agreement for the British 
/i Columbia forest industry in 
'* 1979. 
Delegates also voted to set 
ii up a committee to study 
formulas for reducing 
~i working hours and they 
called for political action in 
!! support of the NDP. 
Last winter British Columbia hit -37°C 
What'll' it be this winter? " ' 6 ,  . 
.,#l q.; 
Another push to get or a loan. 
you Started... to get you going? 
If money is the only 
thing standing between 
you and a newer car, 
hem's why you should 
talk to us about a 
Personal Loan. 
• Flexible interest 
rates. On approval 
we'll tailor a 
re.payment plan 
that won't strata 
your budget. 
• We'll make all the 
arrangements with 
you before you go 
car shopping. 
The money is ready 
when you are. 
• Get the whole 
amount you 
need, usually 
within 24 hours. 
ROYAL BAN K 
Serving you throughout British Columbia 
t 
. * k .~  ~ *  . . . . .  4 , * ,  I ,~4  ~ 9~ , .  
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I FROM THE 
CHURCH 
Zion Baptist  Chure  
Corner Sparks and Keith 
Paster Paul Mohninger 
Office 635-2407 Home 636-6309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
~+ Morning Wol'ship 11:00 a.m. . 
We w.ish our 
t 




Pastor Bob Lesyk 
636-4328 
Oornor of Halliwell and N. Thomas 
9:45 a .m.  Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11: 00 a.m. Morning Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Study 
Wednesday 8:00 Home Bible Studies 
"You Are Welcome at Uplands" .~  
4126 Lazoge Avenue 6364015 
by Lance Stephens 
One of the articles of the American Con. 
stitution says something about 'the right tO 
pursue happiness'. For a long time I have 
thought that was a dumb saying. Pursuing 
happiness is like grasping smoke, you never can 
catch it. if you want smoke, build a fire. If you 
want happiness pursue a goal or purpose. 
Happiness is connected in some way to our goal 
or purpose in life. . * . . . . . . .~ .  i 
We all need to have some meaning to life, It life 
is meaningless we fall apart., When the sclentificl 
study of the human psyche (equals soul, self)J 
began, researchers tried to formulate what was I 
the basic motivating force in human self. Thel 
earlier theories in succession, were that thk, 
basic force was sex, later power, still later 
pleasure. Today some would say (and I agreel 
that these are dead-end paths. 
The real drive in each of us is to seai'ch for 
meaning in our existence. We all need a goal or 
purpose to strive towards. With no goal or 
purpose our self-worth suffers. 
If our goal is mainly based on self.interest, 
will fail. There is no happiness furthered bv self 
interest. (Pleasure yes, happiness, no. Goals 
have to be beyond oneself. Goal, 
based on sex, power, or pleasure ape basicly set 
defeating. Why? Because all of them require 
someone else's co.operafion and when the 
someone else discovers your lack of concern for 
them, they stop and you lose. = 
Goals in a relationship are extremely ira. 
portent. If a marriage is based on self 
gratification entirely, it will soon fall apart. So aS 
soon as the gratifying aspects cease or lessen! 
the reason to be, departs. : 
The goal of each in marriage ought to be the 
furtherance of the other's happiness and well 
being. The goal of parents for children ought t~ 
be to bring them to be independent, mature 
adults, capable of acting responsibly. But mor~ 
than this these these relationships are af fect .  
by the overall goal of the family unit. The high~ 
or greater such goals, the greater the potential 
for happiness. If the units goals are limited to 
the groups self interest -- they are self defeating 
-- eventually'the fight will be on for the biggest 
share. 
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR OHOIOE 
THIS SUNDAY 
Chr/sfian Reformed Church 
Sparks Street and Straume Avenue 
Reverend S. Van Oaalen 
Sunday School - Terrace 10:00 a.m. 
~ Sunday School- Remo 1:00 p . m j  11:00 a.m. Worship Service 5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
Next  pope  + 
has finance 
problems 
"VATICAN CITY (AP) -- 
One of the major tasks 
facing the next pope will he 
how to cut the cest'~ the 
Roman Catholic Church's 
expanding worldwide 
'mission and invest wisely.. 
But some critics say tl~-~ 
Vatican also must reconcile.', 
its worldly wealth with its: 
spiritual role. 
No sooner had Pope Jol~. 
Paul I taken over on Aug. ~S: 
than a leading ltaliaE 
business magazine appealed'. 
to him to impose "order and 
morality" on the church's 
secrecyshrouded financial 
affairs. Complaints persist 
that it still has too much of a 
secular role through its 
financial holdings in banks, 
stock exchanges and real 
estate. 
"The Vatican depends 
financially on the capitalist 
system," said Giovanni 
~: i+!+i 
": '..'+r 
flees in the Tower of Sixtns V 
inside the 108-acre Vatican 
city-state, the institute was 
established by Pope Plus Xll 
in 1942 to "care for, protect 
and administer capital 
destined for works of the 
religious." 
In practice, it provides a 
full range of banking ser. 
vices for its elienls. 
religious orders, am. 
bassadors to the Holy See 
and recommended lay 
persons, .: 
334 ! River Orive Terraoe, g.I), 638-1661 i 
Reverend R,L, White ' J 
/ 
Sunday School 10: iX) a.m j ;  
Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ "  
~ S ervtce Wednesday 7:30 ~, , ,~  , 
,... --.... 
+i++ .-j+ J 
J Sunday Services - 10:00 a.m. ~ Cereti, an Italian priest and 
:~- , - - - -  ~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. / ~ theologian, in a recent 
~ ( ~ - ~  I ~ ~  ~ , ~ ~  " ~ =  11:00  a.m.- Holy Communion for the family .~* . -~.  financial study for the ln- 
"~= Mantelet: Reverend Lance Stephens-635-5855~/l~nnnnit ~ I::tr~thr~n P.h, JrP.h~ ternati0nal theology retie* Coneilium. "It depends on 
multinationals take cut even 
from developing countries. 
4830 Straume Avenue, Terrace " I t  finds itself on the side of capitalists in certain 
SUNDAY MASSES social conflicts. All this 
8:lSa.m. cannot but raise questions 
10:15 a.m. and problems, particularly 
from younger churches." 
'~ ,~._  1;.:300p.m m. Under changes inatitute~, 
by Pope Paul Vl in 1968, 
.......... " ' " 11:00a.m. Family Worship Service three organizations now [As  a resutt of the manage the Holy See's 
Western Canada 7:30p.m. EvanglisticSalvation Meeting Weloomes financial affairs. On top is 
Congress in Van couver oct~r +.s, TUESDAY NIGHT the Prefecture for Economic 
,~Rt~o+, =+ You To Affairs, headed by Egidio services at all hold 7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting • Cardinal Vagnozzi. The 
at the Salvation WEDNESDAY =,v  , , ,pW-rs"="  prefecture co- ( ) l~ lmtes  a l l  Army for Sunday, 
o~o~ mh only. 7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship adminstrative and financial i i 
,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~  SATURDAY J - policies, including the 
/ '~  - ~ 7:30p.m. Youth Group ~ " budget of the Holy See. 
.~ ,av  "= 'TED OHUROH Christian Counselling . ~  ~ A second organization, the 
/ Rnva  un l  ea "~= Emergency Welfare Jd"~UlD le" r . ,  ,-rucnAm CHURCH  AdministratiOnmony of the Holy°f See,the PatH.is re-
4901 Lazclle Avenue ~ Spiritual Resources f v i ln lg /  L -US ,  s . - -s , r ' t , l  , v , ,v , ,  ~ sponsible for the Vatican's 
= ~,5446or635.2626~ __  Oornor Sparks Street and Park Avenue ~ payroll and manages in. 
vestment in securities end 
Uildster Reverend Dave Martyn j r  Reverend Rolf Nosterud 636-6882 / real estate. 
Sunday School f "~.  Morning Servicell:00a.m. ~ The third, headed by Bishop Paul Mareinkus, 56, 
S~nior 12 and up 10:00 a.m. . J r  ~ Church School 9:45a.m. ~ of Cicero, Ill., is theVallcan 
Under 12- 11:O0 a.m. ~ ~ LJ I I J~)/'~ ~ ~ J~' ~"~ r~ ~ Sunday School, Confirmation ~"  bank--officially called the 
.,~ Worship Service 11:00 a.m. Youth and Adult Classes Works.Institute for Religious 
, .~=. ..... With marble-floored of- 
I 
TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
dally herald 
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SECOND 
SECTION 
He cleaned up 
LONDON (AP) -- In the 
discreet world of the super 
rich, nobody looked twice at 
Richard Jeakings as he 
popped in and out of Lon- 
don's opulent art galleries 
and smart shops carrying an 
C,d Master, a rare print, 
perhaps an antique Chinese 
porcelain vase or two under 
his arm. 
No one bothered to say boo 
to him as he stroiled out of 
the store with a silk Kashmir 
carpet which l0 minutes 
earlier had been nailed to the 
floor of Harrod's rug 
department. 
But the 33-year-old part- 
time art teacher and painter 
'came to an ignominous end 
when he was spotted taking 
dered to pay $3,00o toward 
the cost of prosecution, and 
$1,000 toward his legal aid 
after pleading guilty 
Tuesday to 23 offences of 
theft in central London from 
May 31, 1975, to last Jan. 24 
when his spree came to an 
end. 
"I walked into some of 
those places and out again 
with the most incredible 
things and the assistants 
never saw me," Jeakings 
told Britain's domestic news 
agency, the Press Associ- 
ation. "At times--and I know 
this sounds strange--I felt 
invisible. The invisible 
man." 
About 1,100 stden items 
were recovered from his 
First aid course is 
offered by college 
For those people in- 
terested in obtaining an 
Industrial First Aid 'C' 
ticket, St. John's Ambulance 
has arranged for several 
first aid courses to be of- 
fered through the Norlhwest 
Community College in the 
near future• 
The first course will be 
held at the college on 
Tuesdays and Fridays from 
7 to 9 p.m., commencing Oct. 
6th, and ending Dec. 12. 
The next course will be 
held at the college in Prince 
Rupert, commencing Oct. 16. 
This course will be run from 
Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m., and will finish 
Oct. 27. 
Two courses will be run at 
the Terrace Hotel com- 
mencing Nov. 13, and Nov. 
14. The Nov.13 course will be 
held Monday and Wednesday 
nights from 7 to 9 p.m. It will 
run until Jan. 31, 1979. The 
Nov. lqth course will run 
Tuesday and Thursday 
nights from 7 to 9;30 p.m., 
and will end Feb. 1, 1979. 
Dec. 20 until Jan. 2. 
The registration fee for 
these courses is $135.00. 
I 
f~ Most ~  httet • ~ Wide" 
It's time to call your 
Wdcome Wagon hostess. 
Lols Mohnlnger - 635-5309 
Evelyn Anwel.ler 635-5571 
liquid dishwashing soap and London apartment by police. These classes will take a two 
floor polish without paying An "exhibition" was held at w~k Christmas break from • 
for it. Marylebone police station 
He failed to make his geta- and experts from London's ._ 
way on a bicycle, one of four top art galleries and stores 4( ~ ,~ *********** ,k***************v  .ix 
he used. were invited to view the 4( d~ . .  ~ - - - .  4( 
Jeakings was sentenced to merchandise and identify .K ~- ' f J~ '~- '~  ~/~'~ '~ r - /~/ /~A 4( 
three years in prison, or- their property. 41 l ~  I~,~.~r~ I~ l / *~v-  
I 
i Not that crazy ; 4720 LAKELSE AVE.  PHONE 638-81,1 ~ 
l ' 41 
VANCOUVER (CP ' -  charges or found not 4( SHOWING AT 8 P M.  • 
I A British Columbia guilty by reason of in- 4( " 
I Supreme Court action sanity. ~ .~ 
says that the provincial Lemav says that as a ~ flNTflRI:R 7 -k 
I government enslaves and s,,',l l-r'' laborer o' ,t~ ~ ' ' "  . . . . . .  4( • . . C .  ~ ~ -~ , .~  ~ 
i fads to pay the m]mmu.m institute he has been told ~ qpL__l. I~.J  lA | - -  I f f . . : J - - .  ,~ 
n wage tu patients at tlae b" staff members that if ~ In i lHK  UUO I i  6 FIrllgll][ I forensic psychiatric .in- h~ dues not work he will ~ 4(. 
I sti.tute in nearby Co- be punished by being * OOTOBER 8-14 ~* 
I qmuam, detained in the ward and 4( ~; 
hawng hts pay reduced .IX .~ 
Theaction was filed by ' ' " 4( 0onvov 
Anthony Lemay, who is He says patients being .~. " 41 
I detained in strict custody held in strict custody are ~ 41 
| at the institute where threatened with harsher .g ' 
Wine consultant Ted Appleby shows how to rate a wine for its colour and appearance, l patients are held who terms of custody and pay 4( flNTflRI:R "/ 
I have been found unfit to reduction for any refusal ~ vv . ,w  . . . . .  
I stand trial on criminal to work. - ~ :~ 
No mystery  in w ine  ' ~ MareoPolo 
4t  ............ ~ .........  ' P  41 , " '~  
By Ted Appleby When evaluating a wine your senses: Is this a possibly the greatest ~ I~ '~ . . . . . .  ' : ~  t ~OOTOBER 7 
Surprising asitmayseam, for aroma and bouquet, generous orameagr.ew!ne? pleasure of all, as lingering ~ 112  THnT   :. 
mere is no mystique in never fill the glass to the How dry, how acinic, now fragrances peermeate the ~ House Calls 
evaluating wine. In fact, the brim. Pour only enough wine astringent is it? mouth and nose. : ~1~ ~ Id~ PASSES ~ ~ : 
only tools necessary are to be able to swirl it around This test should be All this may sound very " i . " t OCTOBER 8 10 t sight, smell, taste and touch: without spilling. This action repeated, for wineds e t~ste complex. Actually it is not, 41 ~ Hidden somewhere m the ~[ . ." 41 
And to enjoy wine, you don t releases the bouquet, often changes and ve ~ for the more wines tasted, ~ I | J  ~ ~, Straight T ime 41 
necessarily have to engage lt is now time to place your as the bottle is consumed, themoreexpertyoubecome. 41 ~ paper are two Terrace • • 
al l foursensesatonce, noseintheglassandinhale Whatatfirstmayseemt° Wbenaskedhowtoacquire 1- II" ~ 
• The first assessment of slowly and deeply. What will be a meagre.wine can a knowledge on wine ap- :~ ~ " 41 
winecomes through the eyes fill your nostrils will be a sometimes, oeveiop .md~ preciation, l suggest asting phone numbers. OCTOBER 11-14  The  Swarm 
and concerns its ap- bouquet--a combination of som.et.mng s~t~r, m~a~Stb~ as many wines as posstme, i ~ ,~  41 
pearance, which should be all the perfumes in the wine. tecnn)gueu .... le y ractY'e is repeating the pr~ss  as ~ ***********4¢******************* 
clear. A wine containing If the bouquet is un- reqmrmgalm p ,. many tunes as posst m. F indthem,and i fone isyoursyou 've  
suspended matter is not a detectable, it is possible the to suck a little air over the However, doing this on an won. 
clear wine and would wine is too young or too wine in the mouth. The individual basis can become Pick up your tickets at the Herald t [I= "~ "~ ;~ '~  ~ °" 
therefore lose points. "little" -- a term used for purpose of doing this is to quite costly, especially when . office r 3212 Kalluni St. 
Theeyesalsotakeincolor, describing a wine that is aerate the wine, to reveal one purchases a highly 
which is traditional, ac- insignificant, hidden aromas, priced wine thatproves tobe 
'cording to the type of wine, There may also be The sense of touch curries unpalatable. Besides, it is 
and can range through detectable odors, such into play when the wine is not much fun tasting alone. 
shades of straw, yellow, yeast, which should have put into the mouth. In A good plan is to form a 
disappeared during aging, or describing the feel of the small group of wine-loving 
an excess of sulphur-dioxide, 
which is used to kill harmful 
bacteria. And any wine can 
be spoiled by a bad cork, 
giving it a mouldy odor. 
Now it is time to taste the 
wine. Take a generous 
mouthful and roll it around 
the mouth, to reach all the 
taste buds. The taste in the 
mouth will confirm the in- 
formation given by the nose. 
As the wine in the mouth 
makes its impact, you ask 
wine in this situation, we friends, meeting at regular 
speak of its body, which is intervals to do tastings. 
determined bymany factors, Each person brings a dif- 
including the amount of ferent wine. This way, one 
alcohol in the wine. If low in . gets to taste a number of 
alochol, the wine is thin and wine# for the price of one 
would be described as 
having a"low body". Body is 
also based on the feel or 
texture of the wine. 
One more treat is in store: 
with the disappearance of
the wine (by swallowing) we 
are left with the after-taste, 
bottle. 
Ideally, the group should 
not exceed six in number. 
Small groups are more in- 
timate; therefore more 
serious thought is given to 
the" subject of wine ap- 
preciation. 
Modern, 5 storey, first class motor hotel. Good Io¢ation- l tAock born 
beach, E~lish Bay and Stanhw Park .  near downtovm, sholpglng within 2 
blocks. 125 atlractiv¢ly aplminied aJr-con~ttiomed rooms, studio~ efBdtmcy • . ; ; .  .;(=~-----------"~1 ) t  j;. " "F -  
units and ~tes  - each with priv,,*e bath. color "IV and pbooe .  Dtnivg 
Room aml C...offt~ Shop. Loon .  ttfdh . te~a lmment . .~p le  and M~'Ing LAKELS E 
but chiefly from aging, both Room*. o,h~.I, h~by md h~ ~ki,~. 
in cask and bottle. Wine will tTss Oa,~ Street. VaKo,ve, V(,O tWS. ~:  ~- t831  colk~ 
sometimes develop what is lrele=c 04-51|61 , 
bouquet", referr d to as "bottle HOTEL 




$1500.00 MAIN PRIZE DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
Bingo Every First Saturday of Eaoh Month ____........-,n,-,H.L~(.,,~L,(~_I~.~ 
; 
$100.00 Door Prize at Each Bingo" INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
_ MeN.SAT.  S PM - 11 PM 
,10th Game SS00.o0 it won in $0 numbers or less, decreasing $100.00 a it 
number to $100.00. [ Phmm 638-8141 
18:oo p.m. at Veritas Hall- 0el. 7, 1978 ~,mo Lakelse Avenve tL=,,----,,-----~==,*ffiffi=~ =.-.--- 
gold, amber and red. 
Some red wines when 
tmg will have a purple 
ge. This will disappear 
when the wine ages, even- 
tually (ff left long enough) 
taking on a brownish tinge. 
This touch of brown denotes 
a very old wine. Both red and 
white wines, if over-exposed 
to air, will spoil; reds fading 
and whites turning brown 
with oxidization. 
To smell the wine is 
• probably the most 'revealing 
,of all testa. So it is now time 
~[or the nose to enjoy some of 
wine's virtues, or to detect 
~ts vices. 
• This part of the test is to 
evaluate the aroma and 
bouquet of the wine. 
Aroma ie derived from the 
grai/e. For example, a 
Riosling wine should have 
the characteristic aroma of 
the Riesling grape. It 
requires only a little tasting 
practice to acquire skill in 
detecting this. Bouquet is 
derived from many factors, 
• .A00.DOL, 624"2621 or 624-3359 |~ DINING ROOM JL I~. ~,_.._____ el & DRIVE.IN.~, ~,~ ht .,ve~W. at6th Sl.,~ "( ~1 
s,,oma, m, 
Terrace T imbermen take on the 
Kitimat Winterhawks in an exhibition 
game, Saturday 8:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace Arena. 
Minor Soccer Tournament starts 9:30 
a.m. Saturday at Skeena Field. 
Masters teaching course at the 
Terrace Bowling Alley, this weekend. 
For more information phone 635.5911. 
n Hey. 11 WE ( 
Terraoe, II,0, I 
ffi=:$- ~ t~" ".¢ "" ' ~' -- 
I 
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LOPES ON HOT STREAK 
Phillies face elimination 
,, PHILADELPHIA (AP) - -  led by example Thursday. " J im Gi'lliam helped hit over the infielders.. 
Nomattexwhat they throw I He had three hits, including everyone on this ball club. John said this may nave 
I feel confident I can hit it, a home run and a triple, and And we re hoping God will been the best game he pit- 
t a miracle happen and let ched since 1967 when he got said Los Angeles Dodgers three runs batted as Los 
second baseman Davey Angeles recorded a 4-0 
oPes. triumph over the Phillies for 
opes, in the first two a 2-0 lead in the series. 
games of the best.of-five Lopes said he has 
National League cham. dedieated his performance 
Pionship series against in this playoff to Dodgers 
Philadelphia" PhiHies, has coach Jim Gilliam. Gilliam 
C I  his confidence where his recently suffered a cerebral 
is. hemorrhage and is in a coma 
Lopes, the Dodgers' at a Los Angeles hospital. 
captain who said his job is to "I 'm really ~yed up for 
motivate his team-mates, this series," said Lo~.  
Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4~!2 Hwy. 14 Terrace,  B.C. V0G IL0 
1314171 
Dealer Licence Number 03066A 
Jim Gilliam Come back to 
' Tommy John, who stopped 
the L'hillies with a four-hit 
hntout, tried to explain his 
success in hursday's 
second game of the series. 
"I just had good stuff 
today," said John. 
Los Angeles manager 
Tommy Lasorda said he had 
decided to start John in the 
second game as soon as he 
ound out the veteran left- 
bander was healthy. 
John had missed four 
starts between Sept. 3 and 
last Saturday because of a 
pulled muscle in his left call 
He was asked if he wasn't 
concerned the Phillies might 
turn to a bunting game 
because of his recently 
damaged calf muscle. 
"If I could get the Phila- 
delphia Phillies to bunt, 
they d be doing me a favor. 
That would take away their 
big hitting game," said John. 
The Phillies didn't bunt, 
but John took away' their 
hitting game, anyway. He 
allowed only four balls to be 
23 ground ball outs for 
Chicago White Sox while 
working against Boston Red 
Sox. 
Los Angeles outfielder 
Reggie Smith set the tone for 
the Dodgers as they left for 
the West Coast, where the 
series continues today. 
"We're two up and we're 
going back to our own back 
yard," he said. "Things look 
good frnm here." 
Phillies manager Danny 
Ozark said what he might be 
expected to say, facing the 
task of winning three con- 
secutive at Dodger Stadium, 
"The game isn't over until 
the third out in the ninth in- 
ning," said Ozark. "They 
have to win one. We have to 
win three. It isn't over until 
they beat us one more 
game." 
Phillles starter Dick Ruth. 
van shrugged his shoulders 
and said: "They hit every 
mistake I made. I don't know 
if it's discipline or if they're 
on a hot streak. I 've cut down 
on the mistakes, hut they 
still beat m~." 
cjo[i'y he, old SPC) R'I'S 
with Chris Porter 
Timbermen, 
Lance Legoaffe played an 
extremely strong game at 
centre, with linemate Blair 
helping con- 
siderably. That combination 
was dangerous every time 
they were out on the ice. 
Their de(ence looked solid 
as well, with Keith Colwell 
and Gor..d Cochrane leading 
Ihe way, the Ti~her~en 
should be, awfully tough to 
score :'on' this ~ Se~aso~.: 
Goalhcnders Bob Dozzi, Kim 
Geddes, and Andre Jean 
Kuzyk and Jerry O'Flaherty from the rim of the faceoff didn't have'much work, but 
Teflon* COATING! 
*Re|, U.$, Pat. ()trice for 
Du Poet's fluorcarbon rellnl, 
WHAT IS TAFT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated hclutd for- 
mulahon mcorP0rafmg Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar ve.h~cle engines When 
TMT ~s added fo an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredtent mstanny goes to work against 
the No One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance, h~gh ooerating tem- 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown: ft~c. 
tional drag 
But unless you're a chem,cal engineer, 
right now you're more interested m what TMT 
does than howit doesfl So here ~t~s. ma 
nutshell; 
TMT IS FAST ~ There's nothing comphcated 
about using TMT--a 12-year-old k~d could do 
it in less than 60 seconds and not even get 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces  the  f r i c t iona l  wear -and- tear  that causes you to  " t rade  in"  every  few years ) .  
NEW T.M.T. HOT"PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR 
ENGIHE WiTH A 50,000 MILE PROTECTIVE Du Pent 
FACT The cost el  owning end operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you 
n lme I t - -h•g gone slrelgM Ihrough fh• celllngl The cost of gasoline and o11? UP! 
Th•  IN iymnt l  dlmsnded by. skl!.l~_..(and .n..ot-lo-lk!lled.) reecho,nice? UP!Johe~ 
pricetsgs on now car l  and trUCK|7 UPS It' l  pos. lvety s cKenmg--sno . 's gomg to ge 
worse before it gets any betted 
money boca tn tulV 
• GUARANTEED Smoother engmeperfor. 
mance less stalhng and rough ;dhng 
Ot money back m fuIP 
• GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and h~gher compression more zq~ and 
acceleration or money back m lull' 
• GUARANTEED Longer engine hfe 
fewer repair bdls (especially for costly 
ring and p=ston lObS) or money back m 
fulV 
• GUARANTEED All these ~mportanf. 
money.sawng benefds no matter how 
long you own your vehicle or money 
back m tulP 
tg ALMQUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER R[PORTS O'N r,M.T. TEFLON TRF.A~MEh~. 
"The active Chemical ingredient n "T.M.T." has "And once "T.M.T." has been added to an ee. 
a special aft o ~ for mesa which causes it to S he-positive results can be seen through the 
"plate" and adhere to ali,esp.osed frictlon_s.u_r, experienced and tra ned eyes of even the most 
tacos Polymers aerate more p0 ymers to • mt¢~u skilled of mechanics, They wl not ce a decided 
*m~k,~*~ which means a "controlled" build.uP increase n compression read ngs- which Ind]. 
""~ . . . . . .  r Occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts fo pates that piston and rin~ seal have Imp,Dyed, 
the numerous user.reports of reduced ,'blow.by", An Increase in idle r p m, s will also be detect. 
ncreased compression readings, end reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after a few 
consumption hundred miles of "T.M.T." "plating". 
"And in order to effect e pe;manent reatment~ ,.CONCLUSION: Not only is "r,M.T" easy to use 
~m!!~ ~dlold ~ii M;!:~? :i~;he:~ i:a~hCea~!:~!i ( t should take 30.seconds at the most for adding [~1~ a permanentfreatmentI-hut ira resultscan be 
I~ Te r ~ seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached norm[" operating temperature. The mechan c The benef ts that can be expected w th 
engine shou d then be run for a minimum of "T M T." in the englne-are as yellows: In- 
his hands dlrty~ thirty minutes, in order to make sure that all creased Gas Mileage.- nc,eased Horsepower-Less 
TMT IS PERMANENT ~ It's an engine treat- friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces 0It Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Pails - 
ment, not an od treatment Just one smgle are required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions -Lower Operating Tempera. 
applical~on is all ;t takes to permanently pro- small truck engine, tures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
Sect your engmo, for as 10rig as you own your 
car~ 
TMT IS SAFE' We've put our money where New that su ve keard from the expert listen to the raves ef ordinary drivers. 
our mouth =s on fh~s w~th a $1,000,000 THE RESULTS P~OPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE $O'$1HSATIOHAt WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. TN~T'S 
ProduCt L~abddy Pohcy issued by a nationally WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
famous insurance company ~ (Once you've put T.M.T. In your vehicle, y0,u'll be filling In the figures yourself). 
TMT IS EFFECTIVEt Effechve for any car. 'Dad Deal' becomes wrong. Of course he probably 
truck, or other vehicle-whether ffs this Motoycyp|g II1~ "Good Deat" with "T MT" won't admit It until,;e lUrChes t~m e 
year's model or one thole 15 yoars old ~ Pro- | l t l  fll0rg p0 • ' " " TMT in his car that g g 
feces and preserves new engines 'tightens "An an engineer ng student and . "I've tried gas savers, pills, new. as a present." -- R,W. 
up" and re uvenates old ones* n what tilters engine rrea,menrs, etc. my racer I was Interested . j . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  a.ct Auto Mlch~ic 
TMT IS GUARANTEED ~ Every TMT Treat- TM7 wnnld do in a tenth mile friend |ulu m= auuu, a v,v-- ,**nmmmnde ~*TMT"I 
menf sold carries with ;t the strongest most ,~,'~'-~ ; ; . . . . . .  that h{s father had lust tested for ,=,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  
iron-clad Guarantee we could think of I -  "vA'~'*~l'~'t"ar ,.n. f om a Itandin* his fleet of trucks and I'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic and I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ou guessed It was T M T 
• GUARANTEED BeUer gas mdeage start showed that our [,T. ([tapsed Y M- mllease has gon'e from XX tO 
more miles from every tankful or  Time) wan reduced by.ZX i sec~:d an u~bellevably astounding XX. My 
money back rn tulV after T.M.T was asoee re tner father who is a car mechanic 
• GUARANTEED Lessod burning long- 
er Periods before topping off or 
In vtew of the many possible savings and 
benefits cded above, what do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.brae, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $50 00 ? $100 00~ MORE'~ 
Well. helen to th~s The estabhshed refad 
pace of TMT iS only S14 95 ~ That's right, only 
S14 95-0 tiny investment that could'possibly 
pay dNIf back dozens of f~mes over. ,n say- 
rags On glS, OIl and repair bdls Fanlashc 
mix in my 125 c.c. Kawasaki Mo- 
toroross racin6 motorcyce, 
As s student ot enalneerins this 
proved that T-M.T reduced friction 
led ~ncraesed power," 
K,B. - Rkcer 
told me it's Impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saying that even fathers can be 
drive a '6Y Caddy and it wit us. 
log a ot of SOS In the city and 
on the highways, I was zettlol| 14 
m es to the gallon, but now. since 
I've been uslng"r-M.T" I pick Up 
XX gallons n the clty-and XX gel. 
ons on the.hlzhway, so I know 
you genie nave a good product 
and ~ will recommend it." 
Mr. C.T.B. 
F ILL  OUT AND MAlL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAY!  
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER, DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE). 
Enclosed is [ ]  cheque or  [ ]  money  order  
[ ]  one at $14.95 [ ]  two  at $26,95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: Prey.: P.C. .. 
FOREST LAWN DISTR IBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Stat ion J, Calgary, A lberta ,  T2A 4X8 
No expansion yet 
CHICAGO (AP) -- 
National Football League 
owners Thursday lowered to 
21 from 28 the number of 
votes needed to approve 
expansion or the moving of a 
franchise from one city to 
another. 
Commssioner Pete 
Rozelle, at the close of the 
two-day meeting, said the 
change in the constitution 
from unanimous approval to 
three.quarters approval was 
designed to make it easier to 
get a team into Los Angeles 
after the Rams move to 
Annaheim, .Calif., in 1980. 
Although the Los Angeles 
Coliseum has solicited a 
number of NFL teams to 
move into its facility, Rozelie 
said "there has been no talk 
of any club seriously con- 
sidering moving into the Los 
Angeles Coliseum." 
Rozelle said no other 
action was taken during the 
final session of the meetings 
Thursday morning. 
NOTIgE 
In observance  of Thanksg iv ing ,  Monday ,  
October  9, 1778, the  fo l low ing  change  in 
re fuse  p ickup  is in t roduced:  
Garbage  normal ly  co l lec ted  on Monday  
w i l l  be p icked  up on Tuesday ,  October  10, 
1978. 
The  San i ta ry  Landf i l l  is open f rom 1O:0O 
A.M.  tO7:00 P .M,  a t  a l l  t imes  to veh ic les  of  
less than  one ton. 
D is t r i c t  of Ter race  
8~9"8£9 
circle found its way into the 
Timbermen et to narrow 
the count o 3-2. It looked as 
though the All-Stars had new 
life at that point. 
Just over a minute later, 
however, the Timbermen's 
Lance Legouffe scored two 
goals in the space of 14 
seconds, increasing the 
margin to 5-2. The All-Stars 
sagged somewhat after that 
,utburst. 
Dave Sharpe scored for the 
All-Stars at 10:53, on a great 
individual effort, picking up 
a pass at centre ice, and 
skating in all alone, beat 
T imbermen goaltender 
Andre Jean with a low wrist 
shot, for the final goal of the 
game. 
The All-Star defence 
looked somewhat weak at 
times, but Dave Sharpe and 
Rino Michaud looked strong 
on the forward line, and 
Gerry Lamming played an 
excellent game in goal. The 
All-Stars were outshot 26 to 
18 in the contest, and a lot of 
the Timbermen;s shots were 
from close in. If it weren't 
for Lamming the score could 
have been higher. 
came up with the big stop 
wl]en II]ey had to. 
Tl~uugh they looked 
somewhat rusty at times 
Wednesday night, the 
Timber men have the 
makings of a good solid 
hockey club,, and will con- 
tinue to improve as the 
season progresses. The 
Ter race  Commerc ia l  
H~ckey League has some 
exciting players as well, so 
Terrace i~ckey fans can 
look forward to an aetion 
packed season. 
Midway through the 
second period, Timbermen 
defenseman Bruce Jamieson 
missed a check and crashed 
headlong into the hoards at 
centre ice. The injury looked 
serious at first, as the 
Timbermen p layer  was 
carted off on a stretcher and 
rushed to hospital. The 
damage wasn't as grave as 
first suspected, however, as 
Jamieson is listed in good 
condition at Mills Memorial 
Hospital suffering from 
bruised neck muscles. It's 
not kno~vn at this time how 
long the injury will keep him 
our of the lineup. 
- Sheers - Lined Drapes 
• Insulated drapes - Dr,~pe rods 
Carpet,& Drapery Service 
oil popular sizes. 
i Indoor-Outdoor 
M Shags, Loops, Twist, 
Sculptured Sale ecu. ft. s27~. 
T Wehave 
'~' Scotch Guarded t6 co. ft, s3~9 
19 co. ft. S355 
S Carpeting ~ 2 3  co. It, s~ 
Factory Ser 
, ~'i'i : "  :-~.-<":'.' included 
 FuFdishmgs . :  
When qual i ty  matters. " ,~ .:. ¢~t:~:~,.  TERRACEKITIMAT & 
Box 70. Smdhers ~, at '  AREA 
1073 Main St Ph 84/.4485 
Car load F reezer  
13 ¢u. ft, $299. 
McKechnie traded 
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. minor leagues Thursday and 
XOND,'  Test drive a Honda today. (AP) -- Minnesota North traded veteran Walt 
Stars sent 10 players to the McKechnie to Toronto Maple 
r..~.::::.:.:.:.:.:::.:::-.;::::.-..:.::::::.;:..~.:.:.a.t:,:.:.;.:::::.:.:.:~:.:t:t:-.:.:t:-.:.:.:.:::.:::::.:t:.:.:::.:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::;:::;:::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::: leafs for a draft choice. 
~.'~." ................ ' - ~ "  ................................ :::t Although the North Stars 
~ ~ | , , f f i  s ~'~ did not announce how high a :-: :'~ draft choice they received A happy  Lance  Legouf fe  looks  on as  Doug dangerous  th roughout  the  contest ,  as each  had Business . ,heson 0o,s the  th i rd  T lmbermen marker  hNo goa ls  to  lead the  newly  fo rmed T imbermen 
speculation that it  probably dur ing  Wednesday  n ight ' s  exh ib i t ion  game at  he to a 5.3 v ic to ry  in the i r  f i r s t  exh ib i t ion  game of 
II "=" Not listed in our ii] roundWasasec°nd'third°rf°urthchoice. Ter race  Arena .  Matheson  and  Legouf fe  were  the new season. 
ii!  B,O. Tel Di rectory .  li CJeve]andg°alsMCkechnie'and 23Barons31'assistsSCOredwithand16 LEGO, UFFE, MATHESON SCORE TWO EACH 
i!ii ~ AURORAANI JMALNOSPITAL-6 . -1040 i!i]Ii Washingt°nCapitals in t h e s e a s o n .  H  came to Min. "T lmbermen top A l l  Star N tional ockey L gue last i S 
iii~ " ~  D IAL .AN.0RDER ,32-3413 
~ TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE ' ~ .3300 ii~ 
nesota when Cleveland and 
the North Stars franchises Lance Leguuffe scored two period ended with the Barry Heit received a For the 
iiii W R ~ r ~  were merged, goals and assisted on Timbermenleadingl-0, but roughing penalty at14:53 of LanceLe~ 
:JKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS - ;90.2221 Mckechnie had played for another to lead the Terrace if it weren't for some ex- Ihe period, and the All-Stars extre ely Ii' ' [.iEtecl:::::',,;:':::. the North Stars from 1968 Timbermen to a 5-3 victory cellent saves made by All- ,uuk advantage uf the c.entre, w!t 
through 1970. " :)ver the Totem Ford All- Star netlninder Gerry situation41 seconds later, as r'ritcnaro 
-~$1 The Stars sent seven Stars in an entertaining Lamming, the score could Rick Lewis's quick wrist 
players to their Oklahoma exhibition game at the I)ave been much higher, as shut found the upper corner 
City farm club in the Central Terrace Arena Wednesday tile Timbermen imd several of the net to get the All-Stars 
lil I Free .  fo r  ONE month  cour tesy  o f  THE Hockey League. They are night, good chances, on the scoreboard, and 
Jim Warden, Bill Butters, . . . Bob Grant's goal at Y:37 of farrow thelead to3-1. Ken 
!.'.':[ I 1%, / /%, / ;  DAILY HERALD Don Jackson, John Baby, DougMathesonscored tile the middle frame made the Ziegler and Rino Michaud 
Jim Boo, Peter Shier and only goal of the first period score 2-0, and Doug assisted on the goal. 
~ i  If you  w ish  your  Bus iness  Phone ~ r h  ~ l i l~g i~ JamieGallimore. from a goai mouth scramble, Matheson'sflipsl|otatlO:09 The remainder of the 
:':' I l l  Sent to Tulsa in the same as the All-Stars were guilty. ; staked Ihe Tembermen to a second period Was scoreless, 
ii!i l isted for your  cus tomers  p lease cal l  O t l i ~  O~i~q i~ i  league on a loan of some sloppy clearing. The 3.0 lead. butat6:52ofthefinalframe, 
:..:;:::::::.:::::::;::::::::•::::.::::•:•:::::::::;::::::::..::::::::.::::::::::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:•:;:;:.:::.:.:.:::•:::::::::::..:..:::.::::::: arrangement were Ken Don Clifford s hard shot 
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New S inks  Br ing  Co |or ,  co,ors, ly,esands,, s. oh- 
ler, for instance, offers 
Conven ience  to K i tchen  k,,cho, sioks , , ,  c,,,ors. 
, eight styles, and sizes Lhat 
When you're working in 
the kitchen, where do you 
spend most of your time? 
in front of the kitchen 
sink - -  as much as 70 per- 
cent of kitchen time, ac- 
cording to Kohler Co., a 
leading manufacturer ol 
kitchen sinks. 
For that reason, how the 
sink "looks" and how it 
"works" are matters for 
special consideration. 
Take " looks" ,  for in- 
stance. Color in the kitchen 
should begin with the sink. 
It's the obvious focal point 
of the room, the spot to 
which family and friends 
KITCHEN WIZARDRY 
aiikc tend to gravitate. 
A sink in color makes the 
kitchen work-center look 
brighter and cheerier. It 
eliminales the old-fashion- 
ed, institutional look some 
sinks give to kitchens. 
A sink in color can quick- 
ly up-date an older room, 
complement other appli- 
anccs, or accent a decurat- 
ing scheme. 
A sink should not only 
look good, it should also bc 
well-designed, and able to 
handle daily use and abuse. 
Most manufac lurers  
make sinks in a variety o( 
range from a large, 43-inch 
model with thrcc gcnerous 
compartments, lO a com- 
pact, 25-inch model wilh 
disposal basin lucked neal- 
ly away in one corner. 
To help the home handy- 
man, there arc sinks with 
raised compartments that 
allow easier installation of 
disposal units without 
changing drainpipes. 
Another aid to easier, 
neater installations is the 
self-rimming feature many 
sinks offer. 
For long-lasting beauty 
and dcep-down color gloss, 
insist on an enameled cast 
iron sink. 
Enameted cast iron offers 
unmatchcd urability, great 
impact resistance, and thick 
coats of acid-resist ing 
enamel. And, it reduces the 
noise and vibration of gar- 
bage disposal units. 
There are a variety of 
convenience features that 
also make your kitchen sink 
"work" better. Hardwood 
cutting boards that fit over 
disposal basins, soap/lotion 
dispensers, hose and spray 
units, pop-up drains, and a 
variety of decorator- in- 
spired, water-saving faucets 
are all available. 
Today, .,,inks arc moving 
out of Ihc kilchcn and into 
family rooms and recre- 
ation rooms. You'll even 
find them out on the patio. 
it nlakcs good sense to put a 
sink where the action is. 
Special party/patio bar 
sinks ;ire uvailable in both 
enameled cast i ron and 
colorful acrylic construc- 
tion. They're small enough 
to fit almost anywhere, yet 
large enough to add color 




'~ A kitchen that's more dow, while also adding an I ' HARD TO F IND ACREAGE and two dwellings on 3 acres on Kalum Lake ; 
i!! than a kitchen is a necessity entirely iiew dimension to ......... IB Road• Pavement, subdivision potential, 716' frontage, with newly decorated I I  
for today's living• With the room. This look works TRIESTE sink by Kohler Co brings It,pie conveniences and a "t)old sp!aSn ol . . . . . . . . . .  c%o!lOelnneKlt)caTen; Trlestede. ~,nodln durablefo, ~'a,'- • 2 bedrm• comfortable home, good well, spring fed, and 1 bedrm. 1railer ,o m_ 
~, ures43 b 22 Large(on~partr'~enlsaw J/ oy zo L i ' [] I an a ch ken == ever hod in the famil off articularly well with loug, chum.led cast,on, meas ' Y. ' :- : ' ' " ; ennolse andv'lt~railonut~Jls, rent out, with frame addition. Extras are a storage b dg. d ic • 
to s~et~ingelse,  thehYustle Pnarrowkitchens, .w.hcrcseat- bage~d'sp°~a~-~?~t(~Ca~t`"°.nc~n~rumcIa~n°f~e/~e~rr~t~;;a~°~5and~dc~;d~sefr~m~Sh~nv~'thK~h1er's : house. A neat package listed for $40,000.. . . . . . . . .  i 
and bustle in some kitcheJts ing space is traditionany a PO~',u~'~;'t~;,~';;~'w~'te~'sav,no faucet ; ' . [] 132 ACRES oT appealing land, 3.5 miles east ol lerrace on ,wy• io. ,as ,w.o I I  
is enou-5 to discourage even problem . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . " = " ~ [] creeks, excellent building sites, lots of birch and alder. Has acreage on ooth [] 
. es • , o .r . . . .  ~,;J ~ ,-h,-,',ed coun- ' ,<~_-T~*J~ . . . .  ~.@ [] sides of the road and fronts on beautiful Skeena River. Asking $45,000 and • 
~1 tl~iOS tac tP~r:;~ ¢cn°t m~nn¢ ~i t e r ' P° ; ! i ;  !~Clea!e:ill ;T;l°Ulnotw er - d ~ ~ ~ ' ~ J )  i 4P~1 ;~aff~ES•-- A COZY HOME with charm I°cated in a g°°d neigh" ! 
with a shrinking amount of into se • - • c l ion can serve as a f /  ~ "  ~ ~ ,  "~'~ [] bourhood. Appealing exterior finish of stucco and rockwork. Spacious k,f. • 
kitchen space, makes many er s c . . . .  [ / -  ~-  ~-Y~"~'+ - -  IEI ~ chenwithloadsofcupboardspace•Twobedroomsupplustwodown. Agx12 • 
• nd victi s of miniature ueSK and pnone kltchense upas m . . . . . . . . . .  I~ ~ ~ : . . . i -  ~ . - -  • I k ~ m storage shed in back yard. Come In and talk fo us about this reasonably • 
the clutterbug. !ante, wn,,e me upper ~cvc, II i i~ '~~7:  ~ [B I priced home. Just $,10,_500._ . . . . . .  : 
oecomes an eaung oar. 3342 KOFOED - -  A STARTING ST~'F 
Through clever planning Careful organization keeps I I ~ £  ;: '~  I i  I Villager 12x54 trailer with t2x24 frame addition offers potential for the : 
and imagination, any ordi- each compartment togetll- ] I ~ R ~ ' :  ";! I ~ [] couple starting off. Situated on 175 x 200 foot lot with room to build another • 
nary kitchen can be trans- er, yet  separate• The I I  ~ .~ I~ Bi residenceinlhefuture•24x3Oshoplncluded.Just$22,000. • 
• " livin smooth eometric silhou- I J ~ . . . . . . .  ~ I B B VACANT LOTon Benner, approx. 70x132 with ornamental trees along front • 
formed m!o a fa.mlly g . ' g~ . . . . . . . .  I I  i ~ Im• oforooerfy,semi.view, naturalgas, clty water and sewer in area, andpaved 
center, first, ire carclul ette is as pleasing ro mecyc • ~ - -  --  g . . ~ I I l l  ~ ~ I BI =t,-,~,, n.~:,.,,,, =l ~Jn t 7nned ALL OFFERS will be presented. Excl. 895. .,, 
consideration to lifestyles, as it is to WOrK w!th.. | I i ~ "~ I ~J ~ . . . . .  t . . . . . .  . 
Do you often grab a sand- Tile secret to planning a I I I I  t~L ,~J~ '~ I~  B_ KNIGHT does not do justice to this Im- = 
wich on the run, or do you kitchen that works is to go I [ ~ ~  ]~ m B }re two bedroom 1969 - 12×50 Knight • 
. . . .  ~-r efficient" "lus Sint,,le, I I i m~lM~l~J~,~:~ I ~ =- • The 8x12 addition provides entrance and • 
like to have a place to Kecp ,u . .y ~, • v. [] ' 
he shoomn, list and house folding counter-stools with I I M ~ I t  I~ e for the deep.freeze and portable dryer, • 
L_  ' " . . . ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~..~ = • m ruated on approx V,= acre, fully landscaped I 
hol a ,,,~;,'~,'do light book- soil, cusny seats, can oe ! I IB  ~tE J~ l~r~J  I H '= • . " . - = " .  . . . . .  , " eded = enceo, garDen area, greenhouse and -- 
~; k¢¢plngordashlettersoffto tucked away, until n¢ , . .  I l l  1 ~ '] I i~ ,ed workshop or could be used for a :=  
• touch of a suede covering lit "---- . I ~ m A.E.  Le  Page Limited Coas  ~ C a " • 
owlam'  1[[ " I~ ~ - r -  HelenGllbertson • 
The soluttoi:h:OonYO~rr h:~P~ibr~gha~;q ~'en~ covers •• 635.3609 • 
nc~lsmay l~ g .Y  . . . .  III It ,  ~_ =It_H I / _1  Stan Parker B_ 
walls. Simple, multt-leve!, . .wo?o-III I c ] r g ~ t / ~ - - " t i l i t v  I i [] ~- iF  I - - r I - ~  I l l  ~3s.403t _= 
modular units like a wood- en table !ops, trea.tea.wlm a Ill ~ L / ' , , Z ' ~ ; ~ ; ,  I II • V I # V ~  V I  , , -=- -=,aa  Harry Smith = 
en Parsons table built right stain-rcslstan.!, tmlsrl, are II! ~ ~ _ = .  ",,Z:,L ~. l! a g lg l I I I IU~)  ~3s.2~26 -" 
onto the wall can exploit meant I or spuls anu messy II! ~ ~ ~ _ , y o ,  II --- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,m Ouffy • 
empty space under a win- eaters;=. - - -  - , J,t ~ a~ p~,, ~- , , , ,~ , , ,  ).~ [] 4611 LAKEL~E A lk ,  ~3s..~ • 
=. =j j~== = J J= J, ~ =- - - -="  ~ Bob Riomeester • 
r ' - !%\  / i  • ou. : 
i U .0um.uT  -i :'°'"'"'"'"'""'"'"'"""'"'"'"'"" 
"- I • ; . • . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .'.~i~ I 
I . . . .  :~!:~-~: t Spread the table and the . " s . • , - -  Israeli proverb 
,I I 1 quarre' win enu' 
I i -- 
I I t 0- .~ \  DOUGLAS ~J~ ~i~R~HW~[ • 
, I E t Og} ~W"~i .. ~ "  , ! ~t~C-~"~-~,~ 
: = . . . . . . .  CHANNEL iw -  .................... w , tO  ~ 
! i!i i ~ oAvese~.v ® I ~  ....... ' . ' .... ====~'!  
I ~!,~ I ~ . 632.4426 ~ B '~ ' '  ~- " -" Uplands area, tour| 
] ~ @ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"EALERS ~ | Modern 3 bedroom home, Over 1300 sq, fl. 3 bedroom Ideal 3 bedroom family bedroom bungalow, with al 
, J I IDUFFY i t J- ag @ i .~ - • " - • a 
" ' I ~ "= '= ' ' "  ""  " TM ,~=~r=~= A Hformation call Hors! or bedroom in basement, formation, room. Asking ssg,s00. Cal l |  
i " - to - -  I1~*~"  ~LT.yrl"allcO]rl_ qJ.TJJL~;~ ql~ J Chri~tpl Asking S56,000. Call Kelly. . | 
• WIGHTM E LTY LTD, Is teaseli I AN & SMITH R A I Estate sales stPalff I (~  30  500  ~ '*: " ~ '  ' '~'  Christel or Horst for more = * 
: welcemeJlm ~"y  to its Rea " : t~  ' _ .~3_ ~., . . . . . . .  OOI  ~ .details. • . . . .  I 
! J im is looking hlrward to serving the requirements ° t  | (~1 41 Hawk {ML$t  - $ ;~;~,o lm @ I m ~ ' ~ : ~  ~ - , . . . .  
' hlamenyfrlendsandeequaintancesntheirPureha=e ! ~'  ren MLS I -39 .800  , ® o2W , ( , $ . ~,  • , . . . . . .  , , . , , . , . ,  
I or Sale of Reel Estate. I ., . • ~ '~']  ~ | ~ 
I Mr .  Dutlymaybecon.ta¢_tedalour°tlrlcesslrualenat I ~ ~ ~ I~T: , , - -  X / : l l o f f~  ~ | ~  p ~ ~  Spacious bungalow, 100o I ~ B m = ~ - ' , = - -  I 
I 4611 Lakelse Avenue ln Terrace. ' I ~ ~L~'7  V i~tc t  V iZ JL~O"~ .~U |Ca l l tov iowt idsnewlybu i l t  ~ sq. ft. with 3 bedrooms, I 
I I " "  ' - " , :d ~ split levelwith 3 bedrooms, carpets, economic natural I f  you are looking for a 
• . , , . i . * . . . .  ¢,.i111 nealtv Lid, is a full service Real , t 0 58 Cl i f fo rd  Pr ice  Reduce  l i  I . . . . .  , . . . . .  , i s . . ken  livina Horseshoe area, ful ly gas heating and ful l  cozy, central ly located I
; EWltua';e'"a°ml'lflsu'ranc'e Ag ncy. ; e nder " S30 000 - -  ;'o'o=m'°~'l"a~j.eoflanttlus't deve loped. .basement ,  basement. Loeatedc!o_seto star~ervh21~e" Ishlits one  ,~| 
I . . . . . . . . . .  .I 30 Ga , • |.orth 0f tow..cede some carport anu storage sneo. centre ot town. ASK|rig . . . . . .  ...~ ,.n . . . .  uafed, I 
. .  l -,, -.. ... - -  " " " ' '="  ~ • " 30 0 For agoousized ot vlthgarden 
. . . .  I I  95 St ik ]ne  - $40 ,Oou i=  l f in ish ing inside and out. Fenced. lot, good __neigh- price .only $_,:0,0~.. . . .  area and storage shed I 
_ - - - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  V . . . .  ~ I Priced to sell at $57,000. b0rn0od. ASKIng $.~Y,'*UU more ae;aiis r.ml r~ors~ ur .. "m 
3~A  o res  on Lakelse Lake • I Muriel has tile details,, ,. , , Call Kelly. .Christel" Muriel: has tile detans. I I( 
' all . . . . .  F ~ . . - i ~ ~ i~ Just right for big family, ii 
~l~ 1 70 {JUu Requirea low uown k,~ ; • , ,~  t l•R  m II ,,,, 87 Curr e - $ , 0 / . . . . . . . . .  Full I - ,~ ,~, .~ Large 3 year old home on S I 
l run  J i l l  l - lE  I t Why r io t  ca l l  us  today • I ,  . s".~.~;" *'...~.,.,.,, aP:kYlnm;n';riU¢"Z fi~;"~te 3 I ;oreA~;uR::°dR°ad'f?:~ I 
I! nnn- -=n1 'v  ~ i [o r  ,~our  f l ee  annra ise l  • bedroom ,.hunga!°_w_ , =Ap_. I ~ town. School bus af front of I 
i rnur n:. " "-" • ,: ~r°~m;.'LT*.*.~;' ~'a~; I properly. Has3 bedrooms I 
x x i - i f  i I t  L \ : - /  , . :~ , ,  .~.~., ":2"""< . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I~ ' r , L  " -  up and 3 down. Cal lFrank. I 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,..,.- § 0 Oouglas Ohannel "Perferms = i ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ranx, , ~u . . . -~  . -  _ , _ = =  - 
| I • we offer Services in ; r AFTER OFFIO = un . . , .  . W NT • " ,= nvv .v  I 
8 ~ ~  -~ear aund creek ~ @ I~PPRAISALS-PROPERTV MANA6|ME / . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6""-7616 I 
~ ~ o = . , , ~ r * . o ,  ~ 0 " "  ='ALES - DEVELOPMENT • / HORST GODLINSKI - 635-5397 KILLI aQUi f l lb  - ~ I 
• i .U I  @ 
~ ° ~ i ; ; ' n ;  {! 0 IIANAOA WIDE R|FERRAL S;RVlO; : / F . ,g  S~," . " t  - . , - .S ,  OHRIST ;L . , ' , .SX '  - . , - . - -  I 
1 ~ 7 1 1 ~ 1  : MORT616ES & HEHTILS I t |  . . . . . . .  M-URIEL ,ULt  - 6,5-2944 
§ ~ '  " "  . . . . . . . . . . .  I! ¢I We're Number  3, we try harder i 
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October 1, 1977 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 par insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
D~ADLINE 
Single Copy 200 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United Statesof America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIF lED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior 
publication day. 
to 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP .  
• TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
510.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 







Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified.Advertising Dept. 
• i, I 
1. COMING EVENTS: 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Hearth Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638..8388 
The O.O.R.P. is having a 
Rummage Sale at the Elks 
/Hall, 3312 Sparks St. on 
Saturday, October 14 from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
A tea and bazaar will be held 
In Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc.tfn) 
Terrace Coffee House 
will be meeting Friday, 8 
P.M. at the Terrace Little 
Theatre. 
Special note, meetings 
changed from Sunday night. 
(nc3.6) 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. (nc tfn) 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enloy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rif le range, outdoor ac. 
tlvltlee and are between 13-10 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bav Tasa at ~35-7598 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims at errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space~ 
Skeana Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unll every Tuesday from 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1"30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
peintment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munlzation. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3- 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at in. 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday of 
every month. Develop. 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased' 
that the liability of the, to assist with any sanitation 
, Herald in the event of failure problems. 
to publish an advertisement SPEECH AND HEARING 
or in the event of an error. .  CLINIC 
appearing in the ad -" Hef~J';a't*~1612 Grelg Avenue. 
vertlsement as published Hearing tests will bedoneby 
shall be l imited to the referral from family doctor 
amount paid by the ad- or community health nurse. 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discrlminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 68 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
sen'tar Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
tt~e following services: 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
- Drop-In for companionship 
8, coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635-2265. 
Do You Feel You Have 







Mon.: 6:30 p.m. UnH'ed 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Women's 
League will be holding their 
Bazaar on November 4 at 
Veritas Hall. The previous 
date of October 28 has been 
cancelled riot to Interfere 
with another Bazaar. 
Everyone will be welcome at 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Rummage and Garage Sale 
to be held at Knox United 
Church on Saturday, October 
21, 1978 from 10 a,m. to 3 
p.m, 
Legion Ladles Aux. Annual 
Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 
October 28.2 .4  p.m. Arena 
Banquet  Room.  
Dance to follow. Time: 9 - 1 
a.m. Music - Ran Swan. 
Midnight munchies. Price 
$15 per couple. (1-8) 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Ledge Fall Bazaar 
Saturday, November 4 
In Elks Hall. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635-4503 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for lhe Handicapped are 
looking for donations of sny 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 




Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfnl 
::19'H p": W:A TEDI:I:, 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at the' school, Sat. 
Nov. I1 from 2 p.m..S p.m. 




~p.m. at the Co.op. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
School. 
There will be a meeting, 
Wednesday, October 11, 1978, 
8 p.m. at the Thornhill 
638.1155. Con.munlty Hall, in purpose 
LONG TERM CARE of getting new interest in 
Officeat No. 205-4721 Lazelle Thornhill community at. 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. fairs. 
Assessment and planning for The Thornhill Community 
those ellgible for Long Term Club wil l  otherwise be 
Care. folding due to lack of corn- 
AID TO HANDICAPPED munity interest. A new 
Office at No. 205.4721 executive will be elected. 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. Please turn oul. 
Assessment and guidance Thornhill Community Club. 
for vocational and so/'ial 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
A Heather.Tartan Society is 
being formed with the In. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
MEDIA OF NEW FRIENDS 
Media of New Friends is 
presenting programs for 
volunteer participation. The 
philosophy is te allow 
community contact with 
senior citizens and single 
parents. 
New Friends will be 
contacted by phone. This 
service will be expanded to 
social gatherings and home 
visits when Media of New 
Friends has enough par. 
ticipation to allow these 
commitments to be met. 
Training for volunteers in 
Media of New Friends will 
include creative listening 
techniques, and orientation 
to group dynamics. 
Volunteers will commit 
themselves to an evening of 
training each week and one 
three hour phone session per 
week. This is an initial 
commitment which may 
change with participation. A 
social function for volunteers 
will be the final agenda item 
of each training session. 
Volunteer applications 
may be filled out in person, 
or by phone, Thurs,, OC- 
teber 5from 7 p,m, to 10 p,m, 
at 3221 Manroe, phone 635- 
2622. 
Volunteer application 
forms are available at: 
Caledonia High School, 
Skeena Jr. Secondary, 
Northwest Community 
Col lege,  Recreat ion  
Department, Terrace & 
District Community Ser. 
vices Society. 
MEDIA OF NEW FRIENDS 
MEETING 
Thursday, October 5
?p.m. to 10p.m. 
3221 Munroe, Terrace 
Phone 635-2622 
(nc4-GI 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location. Seal Cove 














For immedlate delivery 
Septic System 
Speclallsts 
"Inslst on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 






ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 





Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 







Hourly & Contract 
63$-~179anytlm-, 
(A J12) 
Couple or responsible adult 
to live on small farm. Care of 
farm animals in exchange 
for small wage. No hydro, 
have creek water, warm one 
bedroom cabin. 57 miles up 
the Nass River Road. Only 
interested parties need 




The Terrace & Disirlcl 
Community Services Society 
requires a Counsellor 2 for 
the Kltlmat branch of the 
North West Alcohol and 
Drug Counselling Services 
program. Candidate must be 
able to work with a 
minimum Of supervision 
with both alcohol and drug 
dependent persons. The 
Counsellor will be required 
to perform client 
assessments, participate In 
case conferences, complete 
client case documentation 
and statistics and maintain a 




OR RSW; OR University 
Degree preferrably in the 
Social Sciences, plus two 
years related experience; 
OR completion of secondary 
school or equivalent plus 
eight years related ex- 
porience. 
SALARY: $1,300 per month. 
APPLY TO: The Chairman, 
Alcohol and Drug Com- 
mittee, Terrace Community 
Services, 5.4554 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V0G 
1S2. Further information can 
be obtained by phoning 638- 
8488. Closing date October 7, 
1978. (c25,28,29,2,5,6) 
l e  Canada Posies 
Post  Canada 
dOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Can~)da Post is accepting 
applications to establish an 
eligible list for: 
Postal Clerk 
Competition: 70 POD 161 
Part.Time Postal Clerk 
Competition: 78 POD 162 
Letter Carrier 
Competition: 18 POD 163 
Part-Time Letter Carrier 
Competition: 70 POD 164 
Part-Time Mail  Service 
Courier 
competition: 78 POD 165 
These positions are open to 
residents served by the 
Terrace Post Office and 
immediate locality. 
Competition posters ant 
application form PSC 368. 
4110 are obtainable at the 
Canada Manpower Centre or 
the Post Office. To ensure 
consideration applications 
quoting the competitlor 
number should be submitted i 
by October 13, 1970: 
Zone Postmaster 
.. Terrace, B.C. 
., VSG 250 
(al-4,A1-6) 
Mature, reliable babysitter 
for 11 month boy. In my 
home 5 days a Week. 
References preferred.  
Wages to be arranged. Call 
635-5396 evenings except 
Tuesdays. (p2.6) 
$145.$350 part or full time. If 
you need it, it's waiting for 
you. How to qualify? Pilone 








.ike variety? Recepllonlst dutle~ 
lik,~ greeting customers are c~n. 
bined with interesting eneral office 
vmrk. Light dictation for 
stenographers. Work among 
omgonial career men and womm in 
modom nelghberhood fflcas. Good 
starting salary, many bonetllS, paid 
vaoltlans. 





The Dislrici of Stewart 
solicits applications for the 
new position of Clerk 
Manager. The successful 
applicant will assume full 
charge of all municipal 
departments including of. 
rice, public works and 
recreation facilities. Kindly 
apply in writing to the below 
by October 23, 1978 and 
provide all pertinent data; 
including .educat ional  
qualifications, work ex- 
perience and salary 
requirements. 
Mayor lan McLeod 
District of Stewart 
Box 460 
Reconditioned Electrolux 
vacuum cleaners. Wilh or 
without power nozzles. 
Phone 635.6672 after 6 p.m. 
(pO.6) 
Gunsmlthlng, gun repair, 
refinishing, rebluelng, sight- 
ins, quality work, fast ser- 
vice. No lob too big or too 
small. 
Queensway Trading 




To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635-2517. (ctf.04) 
2 used electric stoves. A 
couch and chair. 1974 Mazda 
RX4. All good condition. 
Phone 635-2777. (p5-6) 
Double beds - $35 ea. Black 
and white TV • S35. 20" 
colour TV, Excellent con- 
dition. 3340. Phone 635.2362. 
(I)5.6) 
Girl guide cookies for sale.. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (nc.tfn) 
Slewart, B.C. V0T tWO 
(c3.6,13,20) Gara~le Sale on Saturday, 
Nurses wanted fo r  ear Octol~r? starting at 10a.m. 
piercing on a regular part- Many Items Including 
time basis. Shifts are household furniture. All 
Thursday and Fr iday must be sold. 
evenings and al l  day 4126 Skoglund (02,61 
Saturdays. Call Mr. 
Michaels at (416) 791-2020. 
(a5-9) 
750.4 1973 Honda motorcycle. 
Complete with saddle bags, 
w!ndshield and two helmets. 
5,500 original miles. A-1 
condition. $1,500 OBO. Phone 
567.4687 (c5-12) 
Garage Sale. Saturday, 
Ocluber 7, 1O a.m. at 5124 
McDeek. (p2-6) 
Winning at "21" --  An ex- 
pert's guide shows you how 
--- 84.00-- Also -- How to Win 
al Dice Games -- $4.00 or 2 
for $7.50. A.J.C. Agencles, 
Box 937, Victoria, B.C. (p6) 
8 HP Brlggs & Straton eng. 
Lg. propane space heater. 
Milking goat I~  yr. Sm. 30 
lb. buck for freezer. Call 635. 
93,$9. (p5.13) 
Yamaha CA-1000 amp and 
Yamaha HP1 headphones. 
Dual 1218 Turntable, Pioneer 
8 track-recorder power 
tuner. JBL Century 100 
speakers. 300 L.P.'s and 80 
tapes and accessories. 842. 
5922. (i)5-9) 
Stereo system. One Akal 
GXC cassette S10D. 1 Akal 
turntable A.p003. 1 Sansul 
stereo'receiver 441.2 Sentry 
speakers in excellent con. 
dltion, Give your bids to 
Denis at 635.7207 after 6 p.m. 
635-9151 Local. 238. (05-12) 
Bicycle-I40, golf clubs - $75, 
table - IS0, cabinet - $100, 
stereo - I;100, child's table - 
$15, stand- $1S, pictures- $15. 
Call 63,54518. (p3-6) 
One large chesterfield and 2 
matching large chairs. See 
between 9 a .m.  - 3:30 p.m. 
Call 4294 Mark Ave. (p5-11) 
Fridge & ,.I,.v,~ in harvest 
gold. Stove ~,t" automatic 
ran~;e with continue,., clean 
oven. F= idge is all fr=dge (=)o 
freezer :.,~mr,~tment). Both 
in :~.c¢~;er~: : ondition. 635- 
6912. (c;t'-6) 
Will do ht~u,';e plans to yot~r 
specifications. Phone 638- 
1502 after 6 p.m. (e5-9) 
Wanted to Buy: Old toy 
trains in wide gauge Lion,_~l, 
Hornby, etc. If you want to 
sell them, give me maker's 
name and any names or 
numbers on the cars and 
engines. If you write me 
please give me y(~ur asking 
price and your phone 
number. I pay the postage 
for anything I buy. Dr. J .A..  
Folklns, 925 West Georgia, 
Vancouver VGC 1R5.. (022,29, 
"13,13) 
I i 
J Spot CASH for used fur.J 
Jnlture, household Items, I 
1guns etc. J 
| Queensway Trading | 
I 3215 Kalum St. i 
| 639.1613 J 
! ctfm &f  I 
For Sale: 1976 Kenworth 
logging truck with Job. 
Phone 849.5349. (05-12) 
Sleeping room for rent. 
Private entrance, near town. 
Share kitchenette with one 
person. Weekly bedding, all 
cooking facilities supplied. 
E lec t r i c  ~heat~'" Share 
bathroom: Phone 635-4013 
after 4 p.m. (co-6) 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apar tments .  Securlt  
enterphone. Sauna. 
GARAGE SALE 
October 7, 9:30 - 2 p.m, 
Kalum Lake Drive. i~ mile 
N. of Halllwell. (pl.6) 
Corner sectional chester- 
field. Green with velvet 
flowers. Asking S200. Phone 
635.6038. (p5-13] 
One Paragon kiln 18"x~". 
Complete with shelves and 
posts and removable collar. 
Plug type wiring. One Moped 
hike. Call 635-3048. (!)4-6) 
Panasonie reel to reel 
tapedeck. Set of 13 inch 
chrome rims with tires. 2 
sets 14" rims with tires. Four 
cycle engine with trans, and 
rear end. Pllone 635-2760. 
tp4-6) 
DIS'i'RICT OF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
POSITION: Siena I 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
!. Ability to type 60 w.p.m. With accuracy. 
2. Experience in filing and dictation equipment operation, 
3. Ability to cennmun~¢ate effectively beth orally and in ~M'itten form and 
to answer public inquiries, 
4. E)q0erlence with ~uniclpal Government is preferred but riot eMenttal, 
DUTIES: Typing and filing, oocssJonal Sw(td~board uties, as~stlng in 
the oo,endination f the Provincial Emergency Measures ProB'ani, 
processing and maintaining re~ords ofBoard of Variance and S~XIIvIslOI1 
applications, ass~sting inPublic Works IxxJget preparation, assisting in 
planning researd= proieds and ether related uties as assigned. 
HOURSOF WORK: 9 '. 30 a.m. to 4:30 p.rn., Nlanday throt~ Prldoy. 
UNION: CU.P.E. - Local 2012 
RATE OF PAY: $485.10 hi-weekly, (1979 rate) increasing to t~13.78 hi. 
weeldy ~ satlsfaet0ry completion fthree n'Dnfll probat ion period. 
BENEFITS: UIC, Canada Pemlon P~an, /V~$.A. & Dental, Life In. 
surance Plan, Pension Plan 
RESPONSIBLE 1"10: The Su1oerlntendent of Public Works. 
/~plicetlons tobe submifled to tho undersJgned no later than 4:30 p.m. 
Friday, Odober 130h, 1978. 
E.H. Thomas 
1 * Equipment (restaurant) for 635-3521 
sale. Phone62?-15T/, Box 182, 638.1032 
Prince Rupert. 1p3-6) ctf.t 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doubiewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of S2SOO, applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit check and approve I please phone 
collect. 
Perker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
STOCK 
, J ~  PHON S 635-4373 
leTS Dntsuns On Display It 
OOPPER MOUNTAIN ,ENTERPRISES LTD, 
3026 HW¥, 16 EAST 
USED STOOK 
i 
1974 Ford Torino 4 Door 
VS AUto, P.S., P.M., Radio $2206811 
1973 Pontiac CatallnaH.T. 
vg, ave, p.s., p.u. $1906'8 
I I 
1974 Astre Station Wagon 
$N6 '8 
1973 Buick LaSabre 4 Door 
v, Amo, P.S., P.B, Raulo $14N08 
i 
1970 Mazda Station Wagon 
SH600 
i 
PHONE 655.4173 Dealer Liccnce Number 0~05A 
II III H Ill 
e 
48, SUITES . 
FOR!RENT ( ,  
For Rent: partly furnished FORSALEOR:I'RADE 
bachelor  apar tment .  4 Iots 80'x200' each. Central 
Available Immediately. 635- area of Thornhill. Will ac- 
9258. (stf) cept cat in trade or part 
payment. Phone 635-375,1 
For rent: 2 bdrm. furnished anytime. (p10-9) 
ueit and 1 bdrm. furnished' ~ ' 
uelt at 3936 Mountain View 118 acres Old Remo. Raw 
Avenue. Phone 635.2577 after,, . land,  part ia l ly cleared. 
6. (cffn) " . . . . . . .  Phone 635-6926. (1)2-6) 
1976 Dodge Charger. P.S., 
P.B., A.C. Phone 635.3303 
after 5 p.m. (p5.61 
1972 V.W. bus. Fur detatls 
phone 635-5579 after 5 p.m. 
(p3-6) 
'Must Sell: 1974 Volvo S.W. 
Very good condition. Will 
B.C. HYDRO AND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
For Sale By Tender 
As Is- Where Is 
Ref Q 787 




By Winnifred Ariel Weir 
Them is a villdge in the south- 
Tank - Purchaser to Load. eastern comer of British Colum- 
For inspection and tender bia that has been described as a 
formscomac~ Mr. K. Arnold- recreational Mecca and when 
Smilh al B.C. Hydro, 5220 local residents hear the appella- 
Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. tion they nod in agreement. 
The Herald, Friday, October 6, 1970, Page I1 
Discover Bdtish Columbia 
A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
F, 
ON 
RD. SUB- accept any reasonable offer. V8G 1L1, phone 638.8101. 
KEYSTONE COIJRT ~ I~ARKI~R,  ........., Phone 638-8288 or 798-2488. Tendersdueat theofflce of mineraIThe villagehot springs,lies betweentwo 18 h letW° 
"~:'~en and 12"~c~e lots in (113-6) ; the Disposal Agent, 3855 i APARTMENTS , ~DIVISi.O~i,i ,i. :~' :" 
l~flce No. 2. ,~  Scott. I Rosswood. Some frontage on ' Kltchener $t., Burnaby, B.C. golf courses and two ski hills. It 
|Ot l~  two and thret Kalum Lake Road. Contact 1976 Camero. Excel lent  by 12:00 Noon 2 November lies above a lake ideal f°r swim" 
bedroo~ apartments.  Don Parmenter, mile 26,. condition.P.S.,P.B.,8track. 1978. (a6) ruing and sailing, is adjacent to " 
Lawldry & storage area. Kalum Lake Rd. (p5- 16,000 miles. 638-1996 after 7 four national parks and has a 
Nuer school~ and down- 22,26,29,3,6) p.m. (p5-11) ~ I  1 weallh Of Other sp°rts activities' " ' "  
lown. Clean, quiet ,  The Village of lnvcrmem is 
situated on a plateau sloping 
q~ClOUl, IN~:urlty Iockup 1974, 302 Super Van. $1,500. e,,,~c,=,,=oe==~.c,.~..~.j eastward to Lake Windermere , 
md patrol. Call after 6 p.m. Shag carpet and three kilometres from High- 
Interior & tape deck. 635-  Invitation toTender I w,y 95 midway hetween Cian- 
4371. (c3-6) 
Sealed Tenders, marked hmok and Golden in East 




. . . .  ! i i i r=- :  
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
ateeplhg rooms, 
~u~ekHplng units, cert. 
trally located• Fulll 
furnished. Reas0nabh 
rates by clay or week. Non 
~rlnkers only. Phone 635. 
S611. (L"ffl 
I 
For Sale By Owner. In Town. 
Side by side duplex. Each 
has 2 bdrms, upstairs, 2 
bdrms, downstairs, 1~/2 baths 
and carport. Phone 635.5233. 
(p2.101 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635.4453. (ctf M & F) 
MOVING, 
MUST SELL, 
Exceptional family home 
close to schools and shop- 
.ping.. Lee. sunken living 
. room with fireplace, sliding 
glass doors to covered patio. 
Lee. dining room with 
fireplace. Well cupboarded 
kitchen with built-in china 
cabinet in eating area. 4 
bdrms. (1 down), 2 baths, 
mud room, rec room. Lge. 
well.treed lot with 
greenhouse, fruit trees and 
garden. Sacrifice price. 4840 
Walsh. 635.3175. (ctf. 
M.W.T.) 
Sltueted on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom, living room with 
sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior. Extra lot is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separately. Asking $20,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635-2370 for appoihtment 
to view. (c18.31) 
Wanted: Garage to store car 
for winter months or one or 
two bdrm. house with 
garage. Phone 635-5363, 
weekdays before 5 p.m. 635- 
9636 after 5 p.m. and 
weekends. (c5-12) 
Wanted to Rent: rooms, 
suite or house by lady with 
rderenees. Phone 638-829O. 
• Local teacher requires 
bachelor or one bedroom 
apartment. Furnished or 
unfurnished. 635-4931. Loe. 33 
(e3-6) 
One or two bdrm. basement 
suite, house or trailer for 
reliable working girl. Phone 
635.4033 after 5 p.m. (c6-6) 
Require 3 bdrm. house or 
mobile home to rent im. 
mediately. 635.4380 or 635- 
4066. Respensible party with 
excellent references. (fin) 
LOOKING FOR THE 
SECURITY 
a second Income can 
provide? "The path to 
security is only a declslon . 
and a phone call -away l  We 
train you. 
Phone or write local Amway 
d istr ibutor .  D. and N. 
Reynolds, B4310 Marsh 
Crescent, Terrace. 635.2009 
after 5:30. (c20-16 oct) 
Next exciting franchise 
opportunities, Ideal for semi 
or retired persons, 
professionals or alike for 
additional Income. Shefields 
end Sons, Tobacconist to 
open on Oct. 25, 1978 In new 
Skeena Mall. Also Includes 
computer Lore . Ticket 
Sales. Approx. $40,000 will 
handle. Some financing can 
be arranged. Write Box 496, 
Prince George or Box 1185 
lhis paper. (c11-61 
Business opportunities 
meeting. Earn extra money, 
meet new friends, become 
your own independent boss. 
No obligations. Come have a 
coffee and give us• your'  
opinion . . . . .  . 
Place-., , .Saqdl~.a~',:  Inn 
(basement). 
7:30 p.m. every Tuesday 
night. Ask for Corinne or 
Lyle. {c20.27) 
1976 Dodge Van. Ful ly 
camperized. Roof extension. 
$9,000. View at 4615 
Halllwell. Phone 635.5,189. 
(p5-11) 
1975 Purchased new 1976, 
Plymouth Valiant 
Brougham. P.B., P.S., auto, 
318 V-8. Sun roof and trai ler 
hitch. 29,000 miles. Call 635- 
9404 after 4 p.m. (c7-13) 
Jan i tor ia l  Services for 
Stewart Court House . Ex- 
cluding Living Quarters will 
be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
local time the 7th day of 
November 1978, and fhose 
available at that time will be 
opened in public at British 
Columbia Bui ldings Cor. 
goration, 4827 Keith Ave,  
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 10fh day of October 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
FOR SALE OR LEASE sealed, c lear ly  marked 
12x56 mobi le home with envelopes. 
12x56 addition on ~,~ acre The lowest or any Tender 
landscaped lot with fruit will not necessarily be ac. 
trees and berry bushes. 3 cepted. (a5,61 
bdrms., util ity rm., living 
rm. with fireplace, dining 
rm., wall  to wall carpet. 6 
miles from town. Will sell or 
lease to rel iable party.  
Phone 635.3271 after 5 p.m. 
(stf) 
1972 Velalre 12'x68' three 
bdrm. t ra i ler .  Expando 
livlng room. Furnished or 
unfurnlshed. 8'x16' ioey 
shack. Set up in trailer court. 
Phone 635-5228. (c10.91 
Rent or Purchase: 1972 12x68 
Paramount trai ler  with 
fireplace. Near stores and 
schools on private lot. Rent 
$255 per me. with option ~o 
buy or purchase. $9,500. 
Open ~o offers. Will carry 
second mortgage if Sale: 1967 Mercedes Benz. 
200 Diesel. Includes spare .necessary. Ph. (112) 762- 
rear. ,a~le/&,  tran.sm ssio0~.?.~.?4612..Write Jo  Rorke, Gen. 
Motor '  "ex~:ellent~ Body Del., Winfield, B.C. (ctf.06) 
h0rribtei #;:i~b'$t 2()6: Phone . . . . . .  : 
635-5575. (p2.10) 12x68 mobi le home, 2 
bathrooms, 3 bedrooms. 
Completely or partly fur- 
nished, located close to 
schools. 2 room joey shack, 
false fireplace. Full length 
covered walkway. 635.4591. 
(ctfn) 
Rentor Purchase: 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace. Near stores and 
schools on private lot. Rent 
$255 per month with option to 
buy or purchase. $9,500 - 
open to offers. Will carry  
second mortgage if nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write Joe 
Rorke, Gen. Del., Winfield, 
B.C. (ctf) 
I I  I 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
la'ades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510, = 
l(ctf 
For SaJe: 1978 Dodge 
Tradesman Van. Like new. 4 
spd. overdrive. 225 . six 
cylinder. 5,000 klm. Super 
price. Phone 635.5736. (p5-131 
1974 Maverick. 6 cylinder 
auto. Only 27,000 miles. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
635.3510. (c5.13) 
1973 ~/~ T. P.U. and 11' 
Security Camper. All in A.1 
condition. Phone anytime. 
635.9734. (c5.13) 
1976 Corvette. P.S., P.B., L48 
engine. $8,'500. Phone 635. 
7762. (p5.13) 
.1974 ~'~ T. Dodge P.U. v e 
auto, P.S., P.B. Reasonably 
priced. Phone 635.42,t6. (c5. 
13) 
1974 Buick Century. Luxus 
station wagon. P.S., P.B., 
new radials. Only 38,000 
miles: Like new. $3,200 firm. 
635.7006. (p5.131 
1974 Ford Bronco. With 
winch, hunter's special. 
Phone 635.3413. (p10.10) 
Incorporate!  $70.00 plus 
f i l ing fees. Obtain your 
lawyer  supervised in- 
corporation over the phone 
fast! Call Self Counsel 
Services toll free, 112-800- 




prompt ly  a r ranged 
anywhere  in B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J .D.Phll l lps Capital 
Corporat ion,  10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588.0411 
days or 585.1603 evenings. (f) 
TO WHOM IT MAY CON- 
CERN: 
I, Ron Pongracz will not be 
responsible for any bills or 
debts incurred by my wife, 
as of this date October 2, 
1978. 
Ran Pongracz. (p10.13) 
One year old gelding. One 
seven year old Welsh pony. 
Both wi th  saddles and 
bridles. 635.4596. (io6.6) 
5 yr  old registered Morgan 
ge ld ing  Keers  Warr ior  
Further information phone 
638 1494 or 6353090 (c21 31) 
One seven year old Arab 
mare. Double registered 
Well broke. $1,800. 
One four year old Arab 
mare. Double registered 
Green broke. $1,800. 
One 6 month fil ly. Canadian 
registered. Show prospects. 
$1,500. 
One stud colt, 3 months. 
Registration pending. $900. 
Financing available. Dave 
Burns, R.R. 6, Kepple Rd., 
Prince George. (c3.10) 
Koolenays. Invermem is the " ~" ............ 
business hub of the Windermere ._,,~I,,a~ 
Valley re~rt area, set amid the Ice boating on Late Windermere. 
splendorofthe Rocky Mountains. cent. Three tennis courts and a There is a 32-bed ho'~pital nd u 
Lake Windermere, 19 kilo- fenced and grassed baseball field medical-dental clinic• 
metres long. is noted for warm am opelatedby the municipality. The business area i.. being 
water swimming, sailing, boat- 
ing, water skiing, and, in the lnvermere, population 1,198, enhanced this year by a $30,300 
winter, for ice boating and cross- boasts cultural activities which grant from the Devonian Suciety 
counlry skiing. There is a wide include a theatre group--the of Alberta, augmented by local 
sandy municipal beach. Horses Lake Windermere Players--a donations, to finance a beautifi- 
are available forexploring valley winter concert series, and a well- cation program which includes 
trails, stocked library, all centred in the the planting of tree,,, placing of 
Them is the large Columbia spacious Community Centre. benchesandflowerboxesandthe 
Valley Sports Arena, owned by The business area inoludes Iwo eslablLllhment of small parks. 
the regional dislrict, which pro- banks, a hotel, three motels, a The historic site of inveremere 
was first .recognized by the 
rides for skating and hockey. A supermarket and .some 50 other explorer-geographer David 
three-sheet curling rink is adja- shopping and service facilities. Thompson in 1807. He camped 
first on the shore of Lake Win- 
dermere and later built Fort 
Kootenae four miles n,)rth where 
a stone cairn now marks the spot 
of this first fort in the Rockies. 
Edmund Johnston, the first 
white settler on the site of the 
present village, called it Copper 
City, because of copper deposits 
in the area. He sold the town site 
to a syndicate in 1909 when it was 
renamed Canterbury• Then in 
1911 the name was changed to 
lnvermere, which means "at the 
mouth of a lake". 
Invermere is where a one-time 
British Columbia lieutenant-gov- 
ernor, Robert Randolph Bruce, 
brought his English bride in 1915. 
While a handsmne log home. 
"'Pynelogs", was being con- 
strocted on the shore of Lake 
Windem~ere. his bride, the Lad)' 




1978 7_,28 Camera 4 spd. 638- 
1252. (c4-6) 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635.9580 after 4. (c.th,F) 
1974 Blazer 4x4 K5 custom. 
27,000 miles. $4,500 OBO. 
Phone 635-9765. (c3.5,6,10) 
I FOR SALE I 1976 El Dorador. Low I 
mileage. Excellent con. I 
dillon. Phone I 
635.53~ I 
Ask for Ray Skoglund. (c5.1 
12) , I 
197,1 Ford V2 ton P.U. Redlal 
tires, electronic Ignition, 
auto. 360. Phone 635-9380. 
(c10-10) 
1967 Mustang, parts. Phone 
635-3730 or 638 
1553 (p2-6) 
Car for Sale: 19611 Chevy II 
Nova. 350 cu. in. Excellent 
condition. Some extras. 638. 
1238after 5or weekends. (p3. 
10) 
1973 Javelin. V-8 auto, P.S., 
P.B., 2 door hardtop. Phone 
635.4246. (p5.6) 
buried in a rock toa!b in the 
garden of Pynelogs. The build- 
ing is now a home for adult 
relardates. 
hwennere is where the CPR 
and the Hudson Bay Company 
built in 1922 a large replica fort 
called the David Thompson 
Memorial Fort which was used 
fi~r 40 years as a eommunily hall. 
Commemorating the great 
explorer, the spacious log build- 
ing had an immense stone firep- 
lace, a gallery around three inside 
walls and two blockhouses 
flanking the entrance gates• Later 
the f,n tell into private hands and 
was burned own in'the name of 
progress. 
A historical museum in the 
village preserves much informa- 
tion concerning David Thompson 
and pioneer residents of the Win- 
dermere Valley. It is housed in the 
Ibnner Lake Windem~ere Station 
which was partially demolishcd 
when a coal train was derailed anti 
tore through the station. 
lnvem~ere is a thriving British 
Columbia community, hut vis- 
itors are confused when they ~,ee 
the prelxmderance of yellow li- 
cenc¢ plates on the streels. Al- 
berta residcHts llock to the Win- 
denui:re lured by the take. hy the 
ski hills and the mountain scenery 
and by the shorter milder winter.,, 
in this holiday haven. 
iii iii i i 
TOURISTALK 
FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
another country during this time mild-climated cities us Van- 
Septeml, er25toO('tober l  of year and wondering what o do couver. Victoria and Nanaimo are 
Gage'sDiethmm 3'ofCclnudiun for an evening, why not take them turning out amateur players who 
English defines hockey as "'a out to the local 'arena for an end up as professionals in the 
winter game played on ice by two experience of what is the fastest National Hockey League. 
teams of six players wearing gameinthe world. 
skates and carrying hooked sticks People who ~e the game for To reflect he calibre of hockey 
with which they try to shoot a the first time often get more of a being played in B.C.. three teams 
black rubber disk. the puck, into thrill from it than the most rabid from this province won national 
i 
amateur hockey game and the 
tickets are cheaper, with prices 
generally around $4 for adults and 
$1.50 for children. 
B.C. has two teams playing in 
the top-seeded Western Canadiao 
Major Junior League. They are 
the New Westminster Bruins.. 
who have won the Memorial 
Cup for the past two years, and 
the Victoria Cougars. vvho havc 
bee!] contenders in recent )'e:lrs. 
Victoria opens its home schedule 
September 30 against Nev,' West- 
minster, and on Oct. 28 New 
Westminster hosts the Calgary 
Wranglers lbr its first home 
the opposing team's goal.'" hockey-goers. There is nothing 
That is all this Canadian dic- quite like it as you get caught up in 
tionary says about the game. the uproar of a crowd jammed 
except in mentioning field hockey around a sheet of ice watching 
as something that "'is not as players race back and forth at 
well known to Canadians as ice break-neck speeds, using their 
hockey." sticks as if they were extensions 
That is an understatemenl, of their bodies, and throwing 
There isnothiug as well known to Imne-rattlingchecks at each other. 
Canadians as ice hockey, And in the effort to drill a puck past 
there is nothing, in the realm of what looks like a fi[m~enl of 
sports, for which Canadians are the subconcinus: the padded and 
boiler known, ecrily masked goallender. 
Hockey season is just getting British Columbia has always 
under way, to last well into boasled fine hockey, and. up Io 
spring, andineverytownandcity recently, developed only top- 
in British Columbia at least one calibre players from its inlerior 
championships last season--the 
first time this has ever happened. 
The New Wesnninster Bruins of 
the Western Canadian Major 
Junior League beat the eastern 
repre~ntarive for the Memorial 
Cup: the Kimberley Dynamiters 
of the Western International 
leamisgearinguptbrleagueplay ~gionswhereitiscoldenoughlo ofthethreeCanadianleamsinthe No!'dwr!! am/ central B.C.-- 
Prince as fans lhmnb the sports columns play hockey outside. But inlbe NHL. theCanucks, and il is quite ' ', George. Quesnel. Wil- 
liams to see whal kind of team theirs last decade or so, with indoor possible, assures its front office.' ' : Lake, Burns Lake. 
will be this year. skating facilities being increas- for a visitor to purchase ageneral Houston, Smilbers, Vanderhoof. 
If you are hosting visitors front_ingly built everywhere, such 
-----Manpower job opportunities 
REQUIRED SEVERAl. 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES 
h Terrace. Full and purl 
time i,h.~ 
{'AMP MAINTENANCE 
PERSON - MUSt have own 
louis plus previous Cx- 
erience. $10.15 per hr, 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER-  
st be experienced and 
have air ticket. Commission 
or wages. $8:9.00 per hr. 
TYPESETTER- Must have 
keyboarding or pasle-up 
experience. Min. 45 wpm 
lyping. 4.00 per hr. 
I,()G TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must have class 1 plus air. 




CABINET ItEFINISIIER - 
Refinishing RV & home 
enter ta inment  sys tem 
cabinets. $5,50-6.50 per hr. 
SII{}E ItEPAIRMAN - Mils! 
be fully qualified. $800 per 
me.  
MECIIANICS IIELPER - 
MUSl have own hand tools, 
$4-6.00 per hr. 
BODY REPAIIIMAN " Must 
be fully qualified with TQ. 2 
positions. (I in Terrace, l,in 
PI. Clements). 
AUXILIARY CLERK - Steno 
Ill. To interview and assist 
clients with job applications. 
$1055 per me. 
FIELD WORKERS - Tutors. 
$138 per week. 
CUED TEEN CO- 
OIIDINATOR- Part lime. 
Evenings. $5-6.00 per hr. 
PIIYSICIAN General 
praclitioner. 18-12 to 15-1-7g. 
Peds., gynecology & ob- 
stiteries. 
4 REGULAR NURSES - For 
hospital shift work involved, 
Various stations available 
including ICU, Mad., surg, & 
general duties. 
LOANS CLERK 45 wpm 
typing, $875 per mu 
LIVE IN IIOUsEKEEPER - ADVERTISING FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Temporary position. About 1 SALESPER SON " Salary TYPIST - 60 wpm typing. 
mo. $20 per day and free plus for commission. ACCOUNTING TECII. 
rtnJm and board. SALES CLERK - Retail Formal education in 
SIIIN(ILE SAWYER - Fully lathing stores. $3.50 per hr, bookkeeping for $800-100( 
experienced only. $5,00 per Part time and full lime. per mo. 
sq. COOK - Chinese. $1000 per 
RECEPTION CLERK - Must SIIEET METAl, WORKER - mo. 
Must be experienced. Ap- PIZZA COOK - Mature, bematureandabletohandle  
prentice with 2 or more yrs. cleancut person. Experience office routine & cash. 18o0 
experience would be ac. mtl necessary. $3.75 per hr. per too. 
ceptable. Union wage. 2 DOE neg. two persons. 
p~sitions. , REQUIRED SEVERAL SALESMAN - Experience 
WELDEit - Must have DPW RABYSrrTERS - In required. Must be familiar 
n.. I. Temporary job. Union, Terrace. Full and part time with building trade. Have 
rate. jobs. own I ransporlatiun 
Hockey League capture the Allan game, 
Cup for the best senior team in Most conmmnities of any size 
Canada: and the Prince George in B.C. have at least ene team in 
Mohawks of the Caribou Hockey the junior, senior or intemledkm: 
League took the Hard)' Cup 
as Canadian intermediate ~.',~egory belonging m the B.C. 
Amateur Hockey Association 
champions, ;h,., ,uc. according to regions, as 
I tbllows: 
Vancouver. of course, has one 
admission ticket he night before a Terrace, Prince •Rupert. Kitimat. 
game, except, that is. when the OawsonCreck. FortSt. John. It)V 
opponent is a team like the Mile House. and Fraser Lake. 
O~l l l l L l~ l ln  ~l! ld K¢,c~lctlcI.V5 .... 
Ka!uloops. Kelov/na. Merritt. 
Grindrod, Penliclon, Verrmr~. 
Winfield. Wcstside. Revelstt',ke. 
Cranbrook. Kin'd,erley. Trail. 
Nelson. Castlegar. Crestuu 
Fernie, Graud F~rks ;,nd 
Rossland. 
Lower Mainland l/lid I•~lll 
('ouver L~'h!nd--.Ahhotsfold. 
Chilliwack. I)clta. Coquith.ln 
North and West Valict)u~,:n 
Kerrisdale. Richmond, Burro>. 
Burnahy. Chwcrdalc, Nlissi,m. 
New Westminster. Vieh,ria. 
F,.~quJnlall. Oak Ba.,,,eSaanieh. 
Juan de Fuca. iX,~rt Albcrni. I'os~ 
McNeill. Fuller Lake. C't~urlcm.> 
and Lake Cowichan. 
For Jtlfornlation Oil galllC tilnc • 
and lJckels, conhlci the h~c.I 
arena tx,x office Or look for game 
notices in the sporls page~, nf 
the local nev, spawr, int'onuati~m 
Oll le;Igue schedules is ab, o 
avall;tbJe at ihe British Columbia 
Anlaieur Hockey As,mciation. 
1551 llroadmead. Victoria.  
B•C. VSP2VI, l'honc (0f14~ 
47%955 I,
Montreal Canadians. About 80 
percent of the 15,000 seals in the 
Vancouver Coliseum are ac- 
counted for by ~ason tickets. 
which leaves about 3.000 up fql" 
grabs on a first-come, first-serve 
basis. General admission tickets 
range from $7 to $12. The 
Canucks' first home game is Ocl. 
I I agains! the Colorado Rockies. 
The NHL provides hockey at 
ils most skilled, hut experienced 
ohservers will contend thai top 
junior leagues, which consist of 
young men under 20, often pro- 
vide more exciting hockey. That 
is becau~ nmre mistakes are 
made. adding even more of an 
element of unpredictability othe 
game. 
Senior and inlemlediale ht~:k- 
ey leagues are at least as good as 
any junior 'A' league. "rhe,~ 
categories have no age rcslric- 
lions and often teams have  two  of  
three players who were once top 
professionals complementing 
skilled atnaleurs playing fiw the 
sheer love of the game. 
It is easy to arrange to see an 
Retail  or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 140o ft. areas 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635.3576 or,255-1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
I. 1978. (ctfl 
Choice property for sale. 
Four rental units plus 2 
IxIrm. house & workshop. 
Lots of lawn and 2 garden 
areas. 1 acre, corner lot In 
.Thornhlll. Call 635.3690 after 
4 p.m. or contact Bob Clark 
at Irlv Bird. (p10.11) 
PRIME LOT Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system. $10,000. Call Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
~mM 9Rn (Pl " 
COUNSELOR 2 - BSW-RSW 
or university degree in 
Social Sciences. $1300 per 
mo,  
PRE SCIIOOL TEACIIEItS - 
"MUSl be qualif ied with 
cerlificate. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACIIEIt - 
Stewarl area. 
RADIATOR REPAIRMAN - 
Should have previous ex- 
perience. 
II.D. MECIIANIC. Britannia 
Beach. General main- 
tenance- skidders. IWA plus. 
CARPENTER. Temporary 
job; must be journeyman or 
peqUivalent..$13 per hr. 
LUMBER - Residential, 
commercial .  Must be 
journeyman. Union rate. 
DRYWALLER'S IIELPER - 
Should have experience $8 
per hr. DOE. 
• ASST. PROJECT 
MANAGER - 138 per wk. to 
co-ordinate tutors. 
GROUP IIOME RELIEF 
PARENTS - Must be couple 
1o relieve reg. houseparents. 
8 days per mo. $840 per 
month per euuple 
1976 Camera • $4,700. Phone CIIII,D CAItE WUBKEIt - 
635.4297 alter 6 p.m. (p3- Should have some behavior 
• • . ,  t;;l,6.)~ ...... , ~:~ .......... ",~leh'ees background. 
- 
"7  -~ t " "~ ' - ' "  , • 
A storage battery does not store electricity but chemicals 
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Lumber price steady 
VANCOUVER tC l ' )  .. 
Canada's high-flying lumber 
prices have nut dropped as 
much as was expected 
several months  ago and 
Br i t i sh  Culumbia  lunther  
producers now are fairly 
confident they will come 
close to matching last year 's  
record performance. 
The latest fureeasts ~ff[er 
encouragement to 
producers ,  espec ia l ly  Ht- 
tegrated companies which 
are seeing their pulp fur+ 
tunes improve. 
Lt~mber prices ha ve 
remained  remarkab ly  
constant in B.C. this year 
and must analysts believe 
any future suftening will be 
gradual. 
They agree there c<,uld tx+ 
a price drop late this quarter 
or next year, bul lhe Long- 
range forecast says ht)using 
starts in the Unitcnl States .... 
lhe major market fur B.C 
lamber--wi l l  stay at around 
the two million mark an- 
nually unli l  1990. 
There were earl ier 
forecasts Ihal U.S. housi,~j.', 
s tar~ could fall off h) ah-ut 
I.T5 million !hi,'- ~,;~r, hul ¢'(,llenl hedgt' againsl in- 
,Janlie A.I~tI+~, an  *'('.+n,tIllliSl fl;ilnln, he said. 
',vilh lhv [{.(. ('t.t+lll+-•il Hf The median price t,f new 
l,'t,r(.s! Indu~:tr;es ~ {'.()I,'I ). h,,nles s. ld in lhe U.S. durirlg 
.'.ay+.. :h(.:. ~ fll :-.url:uSs 11|+31 fl~e firsl quarter uf lhis year 
;tad may r,,ac]t ;thnusl l.U ~'~Is$52.7(I{), inure lhan:]B per 
pHi~i+;il '~.: +i.+.++ .:;I[! t,f the (.!e!tl Itighel' lhan ill lhe same 
.ve;u.. c..+npaiud wHh 2.2 quarler ~)f I!)75. 
[ : l~ l i l , i~ :  ! i~S l  ~, ' t ' i~t+ 
• ~.NLu~, ':,:,~> mu :,ver-all 
'•'I h..+:: ',~iJi M't,i~ ,;,des close t() 
I;i.~l .V,+'i+ I" >. i;l!d :'educe 
lq + .+!It+`1:+~I~ !+; lh~ ii'+~>Fe than 
:c',..'!I {-Jr t.~.t~t (hiring 1979. 
!',P ~-;.~ ~.:7i:',.,-; h3v(! fh;le- 
)tt,'A'• i)Ll', ; tp ;+ I I ' t  t l 'Ot l+ l  J u l le ,  
i~a,.'~, ,:u.~t'[! ;tl~m.'e the $2tlI) 
(',tq hll" ;I lllutl:;t+'lld '~)uaI'd 
l't,+q +d Y!anetar(l grad(, 
~ [) ,~'il ;+'+.'" ++ + +~ + ' " + + J ' :)" ;'~ "~ S i l l  + 
!'Lt l i ' I~++tl  i '!l i+.t it+ +, ++ 
" [ 'hL '  i>~, tn  h :A5  ~=~t)Ile OTl 
IH,':++;J';' ~i~.It ~,W,' thI~tU~Ill and 
:!+. I~.~ ;',,h+-tltl+IYH.+n I'~+tle iS
U,} ! I~ i :i',] I ~'tiJ : " ' :~'t }'S A I I~.~t lS .  
'•~'h, '.,,u,~ ! Y, !amily lll~iIi 
+;,'.:,  : i~]( i i~t~. I :P~H i% IILtI'L + l(t  
~,t;tV ; I t ' ( J  hm+; ; tp l ) ; J l+ l~n l ly  
+iL' +,+'+:, t! : td '  ( ; ICI  lhL l t  l)rJ<,:t':.:, 
aF,. I:,4 ~U+~.! t~ get any 
T i :o  ;ht I~L:Hi '~ +I+,W is Iha l  
[~D) III~ ,'! lltll.l.~i' IS [111 e%- 
Als., in the L;.S., mortgage 
i n |e r ( . ! s lS  paylllenls are tax 
(leduct ible :nld depending on 
.the + lax braekel, burrowing 
l!It)ney [t)r a honle is an 
uxeellent way of at least 
u'ymg t.  keep abreasl of 
i rd fat ion. 
Even if sales start tu ease, 
West Ct,ast prt~lueers say 
Ihe w, rs l  predic l ions of 
Sll 'et~l i lna lys l s  may never  
mt,l erialize. 
It. W. Th. rsen.  vice- 
presidenl uf Nur lhwo.d Mills 
I,Id. uf Vane.aver, is L~ually 
.pt imisl ic.  
llt, says sales wil l  slacken 
during lhe winlcr, bul adds 
tirol N . r lhwot~ wil l  parl ial ly 
c.n111ensale v.'ith expurts Io 
ulher markels. 
• 'M-s l  foreign inarke ls  
..~Hside - f  lhe U.'S. are 
starting to lurn up," he said. 
"'We negotialed substantial 
sales tt~ Eur .pe and Japan 
earl ier,  this year  which 
shnuld carry' us lhrough the 
winlor." 
'rh.rsen says Ilu~,~e sales 
were a l s lronger price levels 
than exisl Iuday and wil l  
amount tu "every lh ing Ihat 
we can pn~uce over the nexl 
few montils." 
COF! agrees with Ihis 
assessmenl and its forecasts 
shuw a slight falling-off in 
l,:urupean exports Ihis year. 
bul an increase in t979. It 
says lho Japanese market 
wil l  sh.w an improvement 
this year and nexl year. 
Thc Canadian housing in- 
dus l ry  remains  in ,he 
d. ldrums and offers liltle 
immedia le  hope uf im- 
pr(wement fur producers, 
Canadian housing starts de- 
c l ined to a seasunal ly-  
adjusted rate of 196,600 unils 
in ~he sccund quarter,  off :.16 
per cenl from th~ firsl- 
(luar~er ate of 3O6,9OO. 
DIRECTORY 
It yo. co.ld ,,se an +~+r+ ,,.~.~=,+100.$200 
of extra earnings in y+:mr spare time 
Be a F 6J :rette,+o 
No experience is required. 
Enioy Ibis pleasant way '~e ea,'n addit ional 
income in the hours ynu choose, 
FOR DETAILS CAL.].: ~]O~] PE"~RE 
638-8392 H~,48,++~$~ ~+'a~am 
The o.!; 
• • • I + '~i+:~' 
T' "-in+ ~ 
CAH  EP TI BE 
motors) (chai* s~+++,+~) 
Hours: Mo, • S,-~, 84, 
Dealer I. icr~r~cc, e~,.s. . ,~ ,~ 
4946 6reig No,,~,.+,. o?0+~;, o,~-m~z'a 
I _ I 
Terrace ...... ..... L+& 
SERVING '+ "'~" 
SEi?<'¢iCf 01',~ ALL 
'/fc. *',:;' : ? ~'++;;oi' ('at' 
7.++~+ih, !:'+hiH,p;, Hitachi, 
~,,'h. ~I rl i :! 
MeN.  • SA"f. J ++.m. '~ !: !t+. 
4906 Graham ~35...~43 
B A N Q tJ :2. i : +',. ,. t; I E .% 
F~ E C ;. ;; • + :+ 
@ ,?;},,+ :, ++~+,,+~-,+ 
B. POLICHEK .+ Y, PAUL  
CHARTER. ~: , i !~  ~ 
DEEP SEA SAILf:VJA3' 
Eoastal Eruisinq, E)+vi,+.~;. 
Full Equipped 
Learn t'o Water Ski o; ,~ :  '. 
Lakelse Lake• 
Reasonable Rat~s ~S~,~~~':.i'~ "~,, + 
Boats for Sa!e 
MERMAID YACHT SA Lt~:~ S ++ CI4AR l'E R'.~ 
Phone 7%~. 2;',$7 





• ~,+t'  '! ~P; ,  35-3936 
4434 L.AEI::'LSE AVE, 
TERRACE, B,C. 
CUSTOM Ct+~+:~i:~+-,Fi~ P~#U, 
Sand, gr;~++i, ; t~'a++~ B+ok 
BONDED INSURED 
PHILLIPS JANITORIAL 
RESIDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL  INDUSTRIAL 
FREE ESTIMATES 
All Types of Cleaning 
A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction 
"R.R. 2 N. EBY, +,.iN PHILLIPS 




Anything - Most Anytime For 
CeNT RACTORS. INDUSTRY. INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 6.6 
635-7417 494p6hoGr:ig3A;:~Tue 
KITCHEN CABINETS INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REESE; 
Ky?  °° 
I~ IkABINETS AREA MANAGER 
869;STH AVENUE 
PR INCE GEORGE.  B.C .  V2L  3K5 











24 HOUR SERVI'CE 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V0G 1V5 
i t 
Satellite Vinyl 
Costorn Furniture-  Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair • Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies - 
Boattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops 
Headliners- Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W. Seals 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
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Yellowhead ~ ~ i o n  Grid 
Yellowhead Secul~dies Systems Ltd. 
PRIVAI[ INVf$11GAtOR 
PHONE (604) 635.3863 
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Gordon and Ltd. 
K• 
4606 Lazeiie [erra ,e 
Ph. 6& 4N 
• ,, l i p  Store Hours: Tues,- Sa:. 9 a,,m,,-5,30 p=m, 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m, t~LOgEil MOHDAY 
I I E~t ' - f l~  
GORA::H 
~.o . .  , .o . ,  ANDERSON 
GUIDE 
All listings subjeot to ohanp wHhout notiso, 
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6 plm. to midniiht 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
m m ~  
Hour 
CF L Football 
'Toronto at 
Calgary' 
(pB. S) KCTs 
Prevln & 
Pittsburgh 








'Br ie f  En. 
counters' 
i I I ;~s Island E h 
/ • 1 :30 ! c Gee 
J L  ~ :4 Of Silver - 
4 4 "00 King • IThe National CTV The Two 
I i :1,; TV News I Night News Ronnies 
i / 3~ Saturday Night I FInal News Hour La,e Mov'le 0 
i ~ :45 Live ~ Final '1 Walk ~he Line 
i l l  A :~  ~ La,e Sho '~ ' / i~ l  r ~  
I - I  :IS I'Hook, Line & 'Family Plot' 
i ,~  :30 Five Star Movie ISinker' I ,,,, . -  :,s ~ 1 _ _ . ~  ~___  L ~  
,SUNDAY 
¢1 .m,mm,mm~ NFL Footbal"i"~'~'m ~ Country La~a|t's . Washington I 
i :15 'Houston at I Canada IGrand Prlx ' IWeek I all=/ :~ Oakland' I CFL'T8 ISun. Theatre I IWali Street I 
i :'~ ~ Week 
2 !~ ~°~'rlea' at I'Sen'°r Year' I~et 've I 
11J ;~ L ~  ;e;~ormances 
I I~  :15 IThePress " 
, _ ,  ..3o ~, .o  I ~ ~ . ,  . I_~,~,o I 
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I L :~s I Show 
~ n ,01 .ow Iwo.o I "°~ I,,e-no I 
~. . .v . .~ .  ~t~. . . . . _ .  ~ .o~ .__ ~,~ch 
I 7 I w° ?sne* I eN ,ure I;:;:*  hamun's I 
easy to clean." 
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllglllllll 
6ordon and Anderson Ud. 
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MONDAY 
*°  3° twhee t - :45,,, Fortune Dressup 
¢1 ~11 :~ America CFL'78 Alan 
Alive ' 'Ottawa at Ha•el 
Hamilton' 
;2ol  I - : 15 Squares World :30 Days of Our L ives  ~ ~App I~ i~ 
145 The CF L 
Doctors 
Football 
M for Music 
Poetry Alive 
Write On 









I M~klng Music 
~ ~ e ~  Sesame I'B.C. at Ed- Cover Cover 1 
World Street | monton' Art Starts .. I 
L i~1 I vreestyze , 
- I~  '15 J'Kaleidoscope' ISwitzer I .~asy 
11  :so I " ISearch for I jLonsumer 
:~ ~ ITomorrow I ISurvlva: Kit 
0o ~ ~  ~r~T~-~- -  L I 
i~  i J ~-~i 'an~ I Carter Jstreet I 
i I I  .~m'~-lCarol iMary Tyler~-'~16 Mlllio~----n~-- IMIste~r I 
k 115 Burnefl IMoore . JDollar Man |Rogers J 
I ~ | :3o INews |Hourglass I, i -  Electric I 
~.- -~- , ,~  L~, - .~=~ compeny . j 
J ~ :~ ~ I JNews JGrowlng I 
• 15 Years I h i;o ~ I Jcoun,r, ~u~,~ IH°"r ~;~: s I 
_ Awards Caveff J 
I " !  :oo I s_eot. "e. I I Grand Old "lMacNell I I I :iS I =°ntgnt I I c°umry. I Lehrer I 
J • :30_ I Hollywood I IN ta tonal I Newsworld I 
Squares Fire Drill [ 
00 JUflle House on ~Capra I JFall J 
15 of Eagles 
:30 
I U ::~ I ~ i v - e r .  sary I • I Dared, I 
:30 
:45 
~ ~hr~gry  ~1 n~l.~; i Lou Grant Movie ' I 
I I I I  .is I I.. IShow rThe  Way / 
I I I l :30_ I I News I I Ahead' / 
~gazi.e 1 
I1 1 !?o li !: °°.'" li ; i J ht ~ Hour Thomas 
" i l l  ,JI. :4S ~ Final Final Rememb~s 
I " , ; : : ' ' : "  I dly 
l l l l l l l l l l l i l l  llllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
• [] 
• ~ ' III 
"Le Creuset Ware is heat) while others are • 
• e , l i b  
mm ,~r  imported from France. lined with tan enamel I 
, " Im • LE  CNEUSET It s made of cast.iron, (for roasting, s~m- _ 
a which is famous for "mering or cooking over = 
• conduct ing  heat  low heat). Of course, _B 
m gradually and evenly all Le Creuset cooking = 
• • . (a necessity for surfaces are made to • 
• ,, t French specialties like conform to the stan- --. 
m ,~- ~ ', Sauce Searnaise). The dards set by the Food i 
• J . [  ~ cast.iron is coated with and Drug Ad- m 
m_ ~ ~d~ .,;" a highly heat-resistant, ministration and by • 
= I ' / ! j F /~ IF  ~:~ diamond.hardvitreous the B.S.I. II 
m %/~'~/~I~.  enamel. Some Le "Both  Le Creuset -, 
• J ]~-~J~1~ddl l  "~ Creuset utensils are linings prevent food • 
• f l~ i~ l  ~w~ lined with a dull black from sticking and • 
• enamel (for frying or make the utensils very • 
clean. • to " mm sauteing over high easy  
&Bi l l  llllillllliilllllllliillllilllilllllilllilillillld 
Gordon and Anderson Ud. 
4606 Lazille Avenue 636-.6676 
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Bride's Mom Opens 
The Wedding Gifts 
By Abigail Van Buren 
tgTS I~, Chl¢~o Ttd~ne, N V. NeWl ~yflU. If~¢, 
DEAR ABBY: From the moment we announced our wed- 
ding plans, my mother kept harping "DON'T open your gifts 
at the reception-it's so boring to the guestsI" 
After four months of hearing this, we decided to go along 
with her-just o keep her quiet. 
We went on a brief honeymoon a d returned to find that 
mother had opened all our gifts! 
She justified it by saying that many friends and relatives 
had stopped by wanting to see what we had received. 
Naturally, we were furious. But to top it off, after I sent 
off all the handwritten **thank-you*' notes, I heard from 
severa people who said, "Your'thank you' was lovely, but it 
was not the gift we sent you." 
Obviously, Mother got the cards all mixed up. 
Do I have the right to feel angry and cheated? 
UNFORGIVING IN OHIO 
DEAR UNFORGIVING: You have. But please don't be 
"anlorgiving" forever. Mothers sometimes need to be 
forliven, too. 
DEAR ABBY: Our 18-year-old honor student son (I'11 call 
him Bud) has just informed us that he doesn't want o accept 
the four-year scholarship offered him by a fine Eastern 
college. His reason is his 13-year.old girlfriend. He 
doesn't want to leave her! 
Bud was a bright and sensible boy until he started going 
with this overdeveloped, aggresswe little sexpot. You 
should see her, Abby. She could easily pass for 21. 
The girrs parents don't seem to object, from the way they 
let Bud stay at her house at all hours of the night. In fact, 
they appear to encourage this relationship. 
My husband and I are worried sick. Our son's entire 
future seems threatened. Should we talk to the girl's 
parents? I don't hink they realize what a dangerous situa- 
tion they could be pushing their daughter into. 
CONCERNED IN IOWA CITY 
DEAR CONCERNED: Don't expect the 8h'l's parents to 
assume the entire responsibility. At 18, your sen should 
know aH the facts of life and a few about the law. |The girl is 
a minor. He Js not.) 
Bud may be academically bright, but he's IlOCitUy fro. 
mature. I urge you and your husband to communicate your 
love, onderstanding and concern to Bud. You can't force him 
to leave her, but you might rest more easily if you have an 
open and honest dialogue with him. 
DEAR ABBY: A friend says I'm crazy, but I want o know 
what you think. 
Five years ago, my husband and I became very close 
friends with another couple I'll call Ed and Mary. Two years 
later l found out that Mary was having an affair with my 
husband, and as a result our friendship broke up. The situa- 
tion was heartbreaking forall concerned. 
Mary has since begged my forgiveness for having let this 
happen. Our marriages are both stable now, and I believe I 
can truly forgive her and my husband, too. 
We've missed these friends, Abby, and all of us have 
learned a lot from that terrible mess. 
Do you think we can resume a healthy friendship once 
again? 
FORGIVE AND FORGET IN IOWA 
DEAR FORGIVE: U, as you any, your marriages are 
stable now, there Jn no reason why you can't resume your 
friendship. Your maturity and generosity are commendable. 
God bless you. 
Who said the teen years are the Imppleat? Foe Abby'a 
new ho~ldet "What Teenagers Want to Know" write 
Abby: 132 Lssky Dr., Beverly Hllle, Calif. 9021Z. Enclose 




What kind of day  will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 20) 
Where kng-range projects 
are concerned, be con- 
servative. A potential partner 
.who promises much may not 
be in position to carry out his 
or her premise. 
TAURUS 
(Apr, 21 toMay 21) ue(~T~' 
A good day for finalizing 
agreements. Some unusual 
background activity will 
provide the spark that burries 
matters through more quickly 
than you expect. 
ammm i I~  
(May 22 to June 21) 
You may have to take some 
unusual steps to attain a 
cherished goal but, for you, 
that should prove highly in- 
teresting. Romantic matters 
are looking good. 
CANCER . 
(June 22 to July 23) ~%.~1f 
Don't take a thing for 
granted, and do avoid Jumping 
to conclusions. What seems a 
certainty could prove 
otherwise, One more warning: 
Don't try to force issues. 
LEO 
(july 2, to A~g 23) ~ 
Moderation is the keyword 
today. Don't try to do a dozen 
things at once - -  no matter 
how energetic you feel. Look 
for a pleasant surpdso in the 
p.m. 
vu~o ~t  N (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Avoid a tendency toward 
self-deception. See persons 
and situations in a realistic 
light. The Virguan usually 
does, but even he or she can be 
misled at times. 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Good news should be the 
forerunner of new advantages 
for you in the future. If 
traveling for business or 
pleasure, the day should be a 
great success. 
SCORPIO m.~f ,  
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) , ,v rm 
This is an especially fine 
day for conducting business 
negotiations and concluding 
financial transactions. 
sAarrrARIUs ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Gradually speed up your 
businese schedule. Gains are 
indicated if you pursue 
unusual ideas and show 
associates your usual cour- 
tesy. 
CAPRICORN ~ f ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Check tendencies to be 
reckless and irresponsible. 
Listen to others and take in 
their ideas, se your own 
suggestions will come throagh 
more clearly. 
AQUARIUS ~,=~ 
( Jan 21 to Feb. 19) 
Avoid needless conU'oversy, 
but be firm in mai~tainin8 
your principles. Be cardul not 
to step out of line or go to 
extremes in your actions.. 
<Feb. 2O to Mar. 2O) 
You have more at work for 
you than you may think. Use 
your skills wisely 8nd 
carefully. Keep up with 
trends, and with unexpectedly 
changing situations. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with great integrity, 
exceptional paise and s most 
wholesome outlook on life. 
You also are a thinker, a 
philosopher at beert, and a 
person whose influence could 
be profound in writing, lec- 
turing, and teaching. There 
are many other spheres in 
which you could shine, in- 
eluding music, singing, 
dancing, as a fashion designer 
or interior decorator; or as an 
actor, playwright or producer 
in the theater. Birthdato f : 
Jenny Lind, Swed. singer; 
George Westinghouse, Amer, 
inventor. 
©1978 K/ng Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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"Hiri~ across the street says we've got a big 
silver thing parked on our roof," 
J C rossword  
ACROSS 40 Afternoon 58 Mal de -- 11 Poison 
1 Wool's party 59 Tidy 16 Owl's cry 
companion 41 Semite DOWN 20 Matched 
5 Jungfrau 43 Vestment 1 City in group 
8 Sign of healing 45 Albanian Texas 23'Switch 
12 -- Caliente town 2 Seaweed position 
13 New: comb. 47 Prepared product 24 Female ruff 
form to drive 3 Herb genus 25 Waterfall 
14 Miss Turner 51Arum 4 Covenants 27 Leather 
15 Certain base- plant 5 Kind of moccasin 
ball players 52 General barometer 29 Regret 
17 Solar disk receptacle 6 Irish 30 Money of 
18 Demosthenes, 54Newfound- Neptune accmmt 








26 Cape Cod 
to~al 
31 Deed 
33" -- Rbein- 
gold" 




38 Tax man 
(abbr.) 
55 Madrid bravo 8 Sow bugs speeches 
56 "--Karenina" 9Slingshot 34 Splash with 
57 Hill-builders 10 Dill plant a liquid 
Average solution time: 26 s in .  37 Hebrew tribe 
39 Fish sauce S_]E IS lqY l~ EITIEI 
E--]NI HTdEIAI~I.~,IEI 
I ~ -.i 
10-4 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
42 Breakfast 
item 
44 Irish author 
45 Ancient Irish 
capital 
46 Persia 
48 Native of' 
Copenhagen 
49 Arm bone 
50 Small plot 
of ground 
53 English rural 
festival 
1 2 3 4 ~5 16 '7  W 8 9 l0 1l 
" IW l IW' 
IB 120 1 
~' I N "  "~i 23 24 25 J27 29 
36 ~ 40 i i 
~ I ' - - -~  -47 [ 45 46 48 49 
I I 
CRYPTOQUIP 10-4 
K LRPZPYZG 0 CZC pz  XMGORO 
MYXR K LZMROOZLO 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip --  LADIE~ MURMUR AT MURDER 
TRIALS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: Y equals I 
The Cryptoqulp is a.simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you ~ that X eqmds OA!t 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single let,ors, short wmma, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial dmi error. 
.D1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
rUNT1L T. FIN[:) THE I A PITY OUR/.t£RO CAN'T] 
~IRL WHO KNOWS MY I ZO0/( 8ACId, AS WE CAN, I 
"TRUE I I : )ENT ITY ,  Z 'LL  IA FEW MONTH,~ 1/V70 ] 
N~VER BE SAFE-- ~"LL l THE P~T... 
i , i f  ~ ----- 
/ ( , ]  .CV-?~".I '~-~iJ~l 
¢$, "<. ~., 
CA TFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
o~ ,~ I~ ~o~o~ ©~t~ ~ s ~ ,  j. ,..,,.,~ 
,°f ! 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
I ~ ~ - - ' L  .... b l~/~ I I1 
ii;:i~iii:ii l,=:<:;~ 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
q 
. .  -- l 
DOONESBURY 
y~-/" f-~ Y~?. ~ .  
____  ~" .~ 
TO AIWlOUNC~ 
YOUR I~.-~EOTOIV 
NHAT DO PLANS. HAV~ YOU 
YOU M~AI, PIC~E.D A DAY 
Hf--Al~f. ~ YET? \ 
71- . . . . . .  ~, .  
By Garry Tmdeau 
~o,~,i~- ~,~ 
A PP~55 COH- TO ~ON YOU'I~ 
~CE.  7ttEfRE I~INHIN~? 
At.WAYS 50 ~U~ ~~~ ~ ! 
wezL, z ~Hr  NO, 
/4Ay~ A Slv/A~ ~.,4N~ie 
AIVNaAtCg~vFQV7" VO~r~£ 
IN "TttE NEW I 
